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C::?’ of Los AnJss
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

AMONG

THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES
ACTING THROUGH THE

BOARD OF HARBOR COMMISSIONERS,
THE HARBOR COMMUNITY BENEFIT FOUNDATION,

ANDTHE
CHINA SHIPPING PETITIONERS

REGARDING THE
INDEPENDENT AIR QUALITY MITIGATION PROGRAM

REQUIRED BY THE CHINA SHIPPING AMENDED STIPULATED JUDGMENT

This Memorandum of Agreement (“Agreement”) is made as of this day ofcJe, 20 by and among the Petitioners in the China Shipping litigation, listed
in Exhibit “A” hereto (“Petitioners”), the Harbor Community BenefitFoundation
(“HCBF”), a not-for-profit corporation, and the City of Los Angeles (“City”), a municipal
corporation, acting by and through its Board of Harbor Commissioners (“BOHC”), who,
from time to time herein, shall be referred to individually as “Party” and collectively as
“Parties.”

RECITALS

WHEREAS, on or about June 14, 2004, the City and Petitioners became bound
by the Amended Stipulated Judgment (“ASJ”) to settle the case of Natural Resources
Defense Counci Inc., et a!. v. City of Los Angeles, et a!., Los Angeles County Superior
Court Case No. BS 070017, a case brought by Petitioners challenging the
environmental impact report and related findings for the China Shipping Container
Terminal Project at Berths 99-109 (“the China Shipping Project”), a copy of which ASJ is
attached hereto as Exhibit “B”;

WHEREAS, the ASJ required the City to adopt mitigation for the China Shipping
Project at the Port of Los Angeles (“Port”), including to provide $50 million for the
mitigation of air quality and aesthetic environmental impacts of Port operations on the
communities surrounding the Port, including both the communities of Wilmington and
San Pedro, California, which are especially impacted by the operations of the China
Shipping Project (the “Mitigation Payment”):

WHEREAS, funds from the Mitigation Payment were used to fund projects that
mitigated the environmental impacts of the China Shipping Project (“China Shipping
Mitigation Projects”) and were administered by the City of Las Angeles Harbor
Department (“Harbor Department”);

WHEREAS, the ASJ provided that the Mitigation Payment be committed for use
within five years, but that if at the conclusion of the five years any funds remain that had
not been allocated, such funds shall be applied to “an independent air quality mitigation
program available to administer the funds and mutually agreeable to the Parties, with
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restrictions sufficient to ensure that such funds are used to reduce Port-related
emissions.” (ASJ page 24, lines 11—13);

WHEREAS, that five-year term has lapsed, effective June 14, 2009, and
approximately $9,226,944 remains unallocated;

WHEREAS, by way of a separate agreement, $4,000,000 of the remaining funds
will be provided to the South Coast Air Quality Management District to fund a zero-
emissions catenary system demonstration project, which the City and the China
Shipping Petitioners agree is a project that is reasonably calculated to reduce Port-
related air emissions; and

WHEREAS, after considerable and extensive investigation, discussion, and
negotiation, the Parties have agreed that $5,226,944 of these funds shall be disbursed
to an independent air quality mitigation program, to be administered by HCBF for the
reduction of Port-related air emissions (the “Air Quality Mitigation Fund”);

NOW, THEREFORE, the Parties agree as follows:

AGREEMENT

1. Recitals. The Recitals to this Agreement above are hereby incorporated herein
and made a part hereof.

2. Effective Date. This Agreement shall become effective on the date of full
approval by City, Petitioners, and HCBF (“Effective Date”).

3. Term. The Term of this Agreement is from the date of execution by all the
Parties through and until May 31, 2021 and may be renewed for five (5) years by
mutual agreement of the Parties.

4. Early Termination. This Agreement may terminate earlier than the duration
specified in Paragraph 3 if one of the following occurs: (a) written agreement by
the Executive Director of City’s Harbor Department (“Executive Director”) and the
Petitioners, or their designated representative(s), that HCBF has fully performed
its obligations under this Agreement; (b) the mutual written consent of all Parties;
(c) a Party’s unilateral termination of the Agreement, with cause, upon thirty (30)
days’ written notice; or (d) a Party’s unilateral termination of the Agreement,
without cause, upon ninety (90) days’ written notice; or (e) the ASJ is deemed
invalid or unenforceable. Termination under this Section shall trigger obligations
set forth under Paragraph 6, Obligations Upon Termination or Expiration, below.
If a Party’s unilateral decision to terminate for cause is based on a disputed
matter of the performance of one or more of the Parties, then all Parties shall
make good faith efforts to resolve any such disputes, including employing the
process articulated in Paragraph 11, Dispute Resolution, prior to termination
becoming effective.
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5. HCBF Administration of the Air Quality Mitigation Fund. HCBF will administer
and manage the Air Quality Mitigation Fund (“AQMF”), including but not limited to
the development and issuance of requests for proposals, evaluation, funding,
and administration of grants, in a manner consistent with this Agreement.

a. Independent Financial Manager. The AQMF shall be managed by either
JPMorgan Chase Private Bank or by another appropriate independent
financial manager (“Independent Financial Manager”), selected by HCBF with
BOHC’s approval, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. The
City must review and approve the agreement between HCBF and the
Independent Financial Manager and such agreement must be in full force and
effect before the City disburses any funds under this Agreement.

b. Program Account. A special program account, to be administered by HCBF,
shall be created for the AQMF, which cannot be comingied with any other
funds raised or controlled by HCBF.

c. Transfer of Funds. Within sixty (60) days after the Effective Date of this
Agreement, or thirty (30) days after the effective date of the agreement with
the Independent Financial Manager, whichever is later, the City shall transfer
$5,226,944 to the new AQMF special program account held by the
Independent Financial Manager selected pursuant to Paragraph 5(a).

d. Additional Funding from Other China Shipping Mitigation Projects. If any of
the funds currently allocated to other, ongoing China Shipping Mitigation
Projects are unspent, Port staff shall provide information about the completed
project(s) and the unspent funds to the Petitioners and BOHC within ninety
(90) days of completion of the other project(s). Upon determination of project
completion and approval of fund transfer by the BOHC, these funds will
become part of the Air Quality Mitigation Fund administered by HCBF to use
to reduce Port-related air emissions, consistent with this Agreement.

e. BOHC Review. The independent Financial Manager shall disburse funds
from the AQMF special program account pursuant only to approvals of the
BOHC, in accordance with Paragraph 5(f)(viii), Funding Projects from the
AQMF Special Program Account. City and HCBF shall work cooperatively to
facilitate the receipt and transfer of funds to/from the AQMF special program
account, including, but not limited to subsequent changes in the Independent
Financial Manager, if any.

f. Project Criteria and Process to Transfer Funds.

I. Projects. HCBF shall administer the monies in the AQMF
special program account exclusively for projects that are
reasonably calculated to reduce Port-related air emissions. This
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includes emissions resulting from the transport and handling of
cargo within, into, out of, to, or from the Port of Los Angeles,
including but not limited to cargo transport and handling by
ships, harbor craft, trucks, locomotives, or cargo handling
equipment. The projects may include the demonstration of
freight movement technologies that have zero or near-zero
tailpipe emissions, such as hybrid or electric vehicles and cargo
handling equipment, ship emission reduction technologies, or
catenary or electric truck technologies, among others. HCBF
may solicit projects for funding through one or multiple requests
for proposals. All projects to be funded must be consistent with
this Agreement, the Tidelands Trust Grant, and all federal, state
and local laws.

HCBF shall prioritize funding the demonstration or
implementation of zero or near-zero emission freight movement
technologies and other emerging technologies that seek to
demonstrate significant emissions reductions from conventional
diesel-fueled vehicles and equipment that operate in and around
the Port (including ships, harbor craft, trucks, locomotives, or
cargo handling equipment). Not less than a majority of AQMF
funds shall be spent towards the demonstration or
implementation of such technologies. Priority shall also be
given to technologies that, if they were widely deployed, would
significantly reduce air emissions and/or air quality related
health risks from the largest sources of air pollution from port
operations, namely ships, harbor craft, trucks, locomotives, or
cargo handling equipment.

iii. Geographical Boundaries. The projects funded by the AQMF
are expected primarily to benefit the communities of San Pedro
and Wilmington. Projects funded by HCBF shall demonstrate
achievable emissions reduction benefits in communities within
approximately 25 miles of the San Pedro Bay, with a primary
benefit occurring in the communities of San Pedro and
Wilmington, although the benefits may also extend beyond the
25-mile boundary. With respect to demonstration projects
funded by HCBF under this Agreement, such projects shall be
deployed or implemented within this same 25-mile geographic
boundary. A map delineating the 25-mile boundary is attached
hereto as Exhibit “C”.

iv. Project Criteria. HCBF shall develop and adopt project criteria
for the purpose of HCBF’s solicitation, development, and
evaluation of project proposals to ensure that projects approved
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and funded through the AQMF special program account shall
reduce Port-related air emissions, and are consistent with the
Tidelands Trust and this Agreement. HCBF shall consult with
the Petitioners and City regarding HCBF’s criteria, including
sharing draft criteria with the Petitioners and City and soliciting
the Petitioners’ and City’s input. Such criteria shall include the
organizational capacity of the applicant to complete the project,
the benefits of the project, the project’s community impact, cost-
effectiveness, feasibility, potential for reducing emissions and/or
health risks, the project’s potential to advance deployment of
near zero or zero emission technologies or emerging
technologies, whether the project is or will receive other
additional funding such that the AQMF funds are being
leveraged, and other relevant criteria to ensure reduction of
Port-related air emissions.

v. Evaluation. HCBF staff will research whether a proposed
project, through information provided in the proposals and any
other sources of information that it may in its discretion choose
to use, meets the project criteria developed by HCBF, and
HCBF staff shall make a recommendation of its findings to the
Board of Directors of HCBF.

vi. Presentation of HCBF Proposal to BOHC. If the HCBF Board of
Directors approves a proposal for funding, HCBF shall forward a
report to the BOHC that includes (a) a resolution from HCBF’s
Board of Directors that the project(s) conform(s) to the
requirements of this Agreement; (b) demonstration that the
project(s) will reduce direct or indirect Port-related air emissions
connected with the transport and handling of cargo within, into,
out of, to, or from the Port of Los Angeles; (c) a description of
the progress of previously approved projects and the balance of
AQMF funds at the time of the report; (d) demonstration that the
budget and schedule for funding drawdowns are appropriate for
the type of project; (e) demonstration that the project is
consistent with the Tidelands Trust Act, and (f) the HCBF Board
approved substantial form of contract for the project(s).

vii. BOHC Review and Approval. Upon receipt of a request from
HCBF, the Executive Director of the Harbor Department shall
place on the agenda of a BOHC meeting to be held within sixty
days of receipt of the request an agenda item to receive,
consider, and vote on a report from HCBF, as described above.
The BOHC shall review each project, its associated budget, and
schedule for funding as to consistency with this Agreement.
The BOHC may not decline to approve release of the funds for
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a project that is consistent with the terms of this Agreement.
Should the BOHC decline to approve release of the funds for a
project, it shall provide written findings relating to the reasons
for the rejection based on the project’s inconsistency with this
Agreement.

viii. Funding Projects from the AQMF Special Program Account.
Upon approval by the BOHC of one or more projects, within the
later of (a) two weeks from BOHC approval or (b) the sixth City
Council meeting day after BOHC approval, HCBF staff shall
issue a letter to be jointly executed by the City and HCBF,
instructing the Independent Financial Manager to transfer funds
from the AQMF special program account to HCBF. Funding
shall be disbursed from the AQMF special program account to
HCBF in a lump sum.

ix. Project Contracts. Contracts for approved projects and all other
AQMF expenditures shall be executed solely between HCBF
and its vendors or grantees. HCBF may either contract directly
with an entity to complete an approved project, complete a
project using its own staff, or generate a Request for Proposals
(“RFP”) for certain projects to be funded by the AQMF. HCBF
shall award contracts based on a fair and competitive process.

x. Disbursement Schedules. HCBF shall establish a disbursement
schedule for each gr.antee, according to the unique needs and
performance benchmarks of each project, and shall disburse
funds to the grantee(s) at its sole discretion, in adherence to
said schedule.

g. Administrative Costs. HCBF shall annually withdraw funds from
the AQMF special program account to pay for actual administrative
costs. HCBF shall work with Harbor Department staff and SCAQMD when
and where possible to reduce administrative costs by obtaining subject
matter expertise and cost containment. Withdrawals to cover actual
administrative costs generally shall not exceed 10% (ten percent) of the
dollar amount of the grants approved annually by the BOHC after the first
year from the Effective Date. Administrative costs may include, but are
not limited to, costs for staff time managing and overseeing the
implementation of this Agreement, insurance, legal costs including without
limitation those related to mediation and arbitration under this Agreement,
program management to ensure timely progress and oral/written reporting,
contract administration time for contracts and invoices, and
technical staff time for review of contractor work and expertise on
project work. Technical and legal support for the purpose of
determining whether a proposed project is consistent with this
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Agreement shall be treated as part of the administrative costs of
HCBF. In the event HCBF determines that the amount of
administrative costs will exceed the 10% (ten percent) limit, HCBF
may request an increase in this amount in any given year by
submitting a request to the Harbor Department.

Initial Payment. City hereby approves an advance of
administrative costs of $250,000 to HCBF from the AQMF
special program account to administer development and
issuance of the initial Requests for Proposals. Within two
weeks from the Effective Date of this Agreement, HCBF
staff may issue a letter to be jointly executed by the City’s
Executive Director and HCBF, instructing the Independent
Financial Manager to transfer to HCBF from the AQMF
special program account Two Hundred Fifty Thousand
Dollars ($250,000) within thirty (30) days of the request for
payment.

ii. Subsequent Payments. All subsequent payments to HCBF
for administrative costs shall be issued by the Independent
Financial Manager in accordance with the same procedure
described in Paragraph 5(f)(vii).

h. Annual Budget. Not later than the one year anniversary of the receipt of
the advance provided for in Paragraph 5(g)(i) above, and annually
thereafter, HCBF shall provide to the Executive Director of the Harbor
Department an accounting of the annual administrative costs (no less than
6 months accrued and no more than 6 months projected), coupled with an
annual budget and funding request for the anticipated administrative costs
for the subsequent year. Subject to the terms, conditions and limitations
of this Agreement and other provisions of the law, the Harbor Department
shall approve adequate funding to HCBF to meet the administrative needs
of program administration. The Harbor Department shall not arbitrarily or
unreasonably decline or reduce an annual budget request from HCBF.
Should the Harbor Department decline or reduce a budget request from
HCBF, it shall provide written findings relating to the reasons for the
rejection.

6. Obligations Upon Termination or Expiration.

a. If this Agreement is terminated under Paragraph 4, Early Termination, HCBF
shall be entitled to retain all necessary funding already disbursed to HCBF
from the AQMF in order that HCBF receive compenation for all work
reasonably expended under this Agreement, including work already
performed and work still required to be performed, and in order that HCBF be
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able to pay all pending or future disbursements required by contracts
authorized under this Agreement.

b. Upon expiration under Paragraph 3, Term, or earlier termination under
Paragraph 4, Early Termination, of this Agreement, HCBF shall return all
monies to the AQMF it has received from the AQMF, net of any funds it is
entitled to retain under Paragraph 6(a), above. All such funds returned to the
AQMF shall be allocated to an independent air quality mitigation program in
accordance with the ASJ (ASJ page 24, lines 11—15). Similarly, all funds
remaining in the AQMF shall be allocated to an independent air quality
mitigation program in accordance with the ASJ (ASJ page 24, lines 11—15).

If this Agreement is terminated under Section 4, Early
Termination, and the termination is by a Party other than
HCBF and is a termination without cause, either (1) HCBF
shall be relieved of all of HCBF’s responsibilities for any and
all contractual obligations relating to projects undertaken by
HCBF under this Agreement, including but not limited to
making scheduled disbursements and administering the
work under those contracts, and the City in consultation with
the remaining Parties will assume those responsibilities; or
(2) upon mutual agreement among all Parties to this
Agreement, that provides for sufficient funding for HCBF to
retain responsibility for such contractual responsibilities,
HCBF may retain those responsibilities to the extent agreed
among the Parties to this Agreement.

ii. Subject to the provisions of Paragraphs 6(b) and 6(b)(i)
above, if this Agreement is terminated under Section 4, Early
Termination, or upon expiration of this Agreement pursuant
to Paragraph 3, Term, HCBF shall be relieved of all its
responsibilities under this Agreement and the remaining
funds in the Air Quality Mitigation Fund shall be allocated to
an independent air quality mitigation program in accordance
with the ASJ.

iii. HCBF shall ensure that the agreement with the Independent
Financial Manager selected to manage the AQMF (either
JPMorgan Chase Private Bank or by another appropriate
Independent Financial Manager) selected by HCBF with
BOHC’s approval contains a provision that provides in
pertinent part:

“Termination of Independent Financial Manager Obligation.

In the event that the agreement between HCBF, the City of
Los Angeles and the China Shipping Petitioners that
established the Independent Air Quality Mitigation Program
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and the AQMF is terminated or expires, or in the event that
HCBF, or its successor, is declared by City to be in default
under said agreement, or in the event there are no projects
funded under the AQMF special program account for a
period longer than eighteen (18) months, unless
excused by the Executive Director, the obligation of the
Independent Financial Manager shall be terminated and all
documents, money, or other items held by the Independent
Financial Manager shall be disbursed, delivered and
returned to the City of Los Angeles, Harbor Department
within thirty (30) days of the occurrence of such event. In
the event of the termination of the AQMF special program
account, whether it shall result from the request of the
principals or otherwise, the fees and charges due to it for its
costs, charges, fees, and expenses, including expenditures
incurred for insurance and other purposes, shall be paid
from the remaining funds in the AQMF special program
account prior to the disbursement of the remaining funds to
the City of Los Angeles Harbor Department.”

iv. Within sixty (60) days of the expiration or earlier termination
of this Agreement, HCBF must report to the BOHC (1) the
amount of all remaining funds, if any, including any interest
accrued during the term of the Agreement that HCBF did not
allocate towards projects aimed at reducing Port-related air
emissions or to administrative costs; (2) the amount of all
remaining funds already disbursed to HCBF from the AQMF
special program account, and (3) the funding, if any, needed
for administration, recordkeeping, and final reporting
expenditures required by this Agreement.

c. Within sixty (60) days of final completion of all reporting, tax, and agency
filings necessary to administer this Agreement, HCBF shall return to the
BOHC all remaining funds, including any interest accrued during the term
of the Agreement that HCBF is not legally obligated to expend on
previously approved projects aimed at reducing Port-related air emissions
or that are necessary for reasonable and actual administrative costs.

d. If this Agreement is terminated under Paragraph 4, Early Termination,
HCBF shall use its best efforts to facilitate a smooth transition of all
pending or uncompleted responsibilities or tasks under this Agreement,
including providing copies of all necessary documentation to the other
Parties to this Agreement and providing reasonable cooperation with the
other Parties to this Agreement. HCBF shall bear no other responsibilities
under this Agreement upon termination, other than those set forth herein.
In addition, HCBF shall undertake all necessary actions and execute all
necessary documents to ensure that any funds held by the Independent
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Financial Manager are disbursed to the City of Los Angeles, Harbor
Department.

7. Third Party Approvals. The Parties acknowledge that the implementation of Port-
related air emission reduction projects funded by HCBF pursuant to this
Agreement may need the review and approval of third parties, such as regulatory
agencies. Project grantees, and not HCBF, shall have the obligation to seek and
obtain any third party approvals required to undertake and complete projects
under this Agreement. Funding for third party approvals (including, but not
limited to, verification) will be included as part of the grant project funding
agreement, where appropriate, or as matching funds. To the extent that the lack
of a third party’s approval precludes HCBF’s performance of this Agreement,
such nonperformance shall not constitute a breach of this Agreement so long as
HCBF acted in good faith and used its best efforts to perform its obligations
under this Agreement.

8. Recordkeeping and Audit Rights. HCBF shall keep and maintain full, complete,
and accurate books of accounts and records of the monies expended pursuant to
this Agreement in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles
consistently applied, which books and records shall be accessible to and open
for inspection and copying at HCBF’s offices upon fifteen (15) work days prior
written request to perform a record inspection or a full audit through an
independent third party auditor, through City staff, or otherwise. Any audit or
inspection shall be conducted during HCBF’s normal business hours. The Party
initiating the audit or inspection shall bear its full cost, including the retrieval and
copying of documents, and may not pay for the audits with the funds in the
AQMF. During the term of this Agreement, the BOHC, the City, or Petitioners or
their designated representatives may audit, review, and copy any and all non-
privileged and non-confidential writings (as that term is defined in Section 250 of
the California Evidence Code) of HCBF arising from or related to this Agreement,
whether such writings are (a) prepared by HCBF or any’ individual or entity acting
for or on behalf of HCBF, and (b) without regard to whether such writings have
previously been provided to City or Petitioners. HCBF shall keep records for
three years following the close of any project funded under this Agreement.

9. Reporting and Meeting Requirements.

a. Reporting Requirements. HCBF will submit an annual report to the
Parties that describes the requests for proposals, grants,.and
administrative costs for the prior year. This report will also describe
HCBFs progress in allocating the monies in the AQMF and how the
grants issued under this Agreement reduce Port-related air emissions.
This report may be submitted concurrently with the report of administrative
needs under the TraPac MOU Port Community Mitigation Trust Fund
(“PCMTF’) specified in the Operating Agreement of the TraPac MOU,
Harbor Department Agreement No. 10-912, Paragraph 5(F). The report
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shall be followed with a presentation to the BOHC, concurrent with the
BOHC’s consideration of the PCMTF administrative budget under the
TraPac MOU.

b. Meeting Requirements.

i. HCBF shall convene meetings with the Petitioners before the
HCBF makes a final decision to make an award to a Grantee.
The purpose of such meetings will be to obtain Petitioners’ input
on HCBF’s evaluation of proposals and potential grantees.

ii. HCBF shall convene meetings with all the Grantees and the
Parties, at least once a year to monitor, evaluate, and report on
the projects funded from the AQMF, and to facilitate
collaboration among the Grantees and the Parties. Such
meetings may include technical experts and technology
company representatives. The City, BOHC, and the Petitioners’
participation in these meetings is encouraged but not required.
At such meetings, HCBF will provide updates regarding HCBF’s
administration of the funds.

10. Affect of the Agreement on Other HCBF Programs. This Agreement shall not
affect the implementation or funding for projects that HCBF may have in
connection with the TraPac MOU or any other programs.

11. Dispute Resolution. Any dispute arising from this Agreement shall be resolved
pursuant to Section 4 hereof, if it concerns early termination, and the arbitration
provisions outlined in the ASJ, Section VII, if it concerns any other matter.

12. Indemnification. Each Party agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the
other Parties with respect to any loss, cost, expense or liability incurred by such
other Parties with respect to the indemnifying Party’s own obligations, including
without limitation funding obligations, under this Agreement; provided, however,
that no Party shall be obligated to indemnify another Party for any loss, cost,
expense, or liability that is caused by the gross negligence or willful misconduct
of such other Party.

13. Independent Contractor. HCBF, in the performance of the work required by this
Agreement, is an independent contractor and not an agent or employee of City.
HCBF shall not represent itself as an agent or employee of the City and shall
have no power to bind the City in contract or otherwise. Furthermore, any
contractor or subcontractor of HCBF is acting as an independent contractor and
not as an agent or employee of HCBF, the Harbor Department, or the City.

14. Compliance with Applicable Laws. The Parties shall comply with all federal,
state, municipal, local, and departmental laws, ordinances, rules, regulations,
and orders. If in any instance a City standard is more stringent than a state,
federal, or other requirement, the City standard shall be followed.
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a. Affirmative Action. HCBF, during the performance of this
Agreement, shall not discriminate in its employment practices
against any employee or applicant for employment because of
employee’s or applicant’s race, religion, national origin, ancestry,
sex, age, sexual orientation, disability, marital status, domestic
partner status, or medical condition. The provisions of Section
10.8.4 of the Los Angeles Administrative Code shall be
incorporated and made a part of this Agreement. All subcontracts
awarded shall contain a like nondiscrimination provision. See
Exhibit “D.”

b. SmallNer Small Business Enterprise Program And Local Business
Preference Program. It is the policy of the BOHC to provide
Small Business Enterprises (SBE), Very Small Business
Enterprises (VSBE) and Minority-Owned, Women-Owned, Disabled
Veteran Business Enterprises and all Other Business Enterprises
(MBEIWBE/DVBE/OBE) an equal opportunity to participate in the
performance of all City contracts in all areas where such contracts
afford such participation opportunities. HCBF shall assist the
City in implementing this policy and shall use its best efforts to
afford the opportunity for SBEs, VSBEs, MBEs, WBEs, DVBEs, and
OBEs to achieve participation in subcontracts where such
participation opportunities present themselves and attempt to
ensure that all available business enterprises, including SBEs,
VSBEs, MBEs, WBEs, DVBEs, and OBEs, have equal participation
opportunity which might be presented under this Agreement. See
Exhibit “E.”

It is also the policy of the BOHC to support an increase in
local and regional jobs. The BOHC’s Local Business
Preference Program aims to benefit the Southern California region
by increasing jobs and expenditures within the local and regional
private sector. HCBF shall assist the City in implementing this
policy and shall use its best efforts to afford the opportunity for
Local Business Enterprises to achieve participation in subcontracts
where such participation opportunities present themselves.

NOTE: Prior to being awarded a contract with the City, HCBF and
all subcontractors must be registered on the City’s Contracts
Management and Opportunities Database, Los Angeles Business
Assistance Virtual Network (LABAVN), at http://www.labavn.org.

c. Conflict Of Interest. It is hereby understood and agreed that the
Parties to this Agreement have read and are aware of the
provisions of Section 1090 et seq. and Section 87100 et seq. of the
California Government Code relating to conflict of interest of public
officers and employees, as well as the Los Angeles Municipal Code
(LAMC) Municipal Ethics and Conflict of Interest provisions of
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Section 49.5.1 et seq. and the Conflict of Interest Codes of the City
and the Department. All parties hereto agree that they are unaware
of any financial or economic interest of any public officer or
employee of City relating to this Agreement. Notwithstanding any
other provision of this Agreement, it is further understood and
agreed that if such financial interest does exist at the inception of
this Agreement, City may immediately terminate this Agreement by
giving written notice thereof.

d. Trademarks, Copyrights, And Patents. HCBF agrees to save,
keep, hold harmless, protect and indemnify the City and any of its
officers or agents from any damages, cost, or expenses in law or
equity from infringement of any patent, trademark, service mark or
copyright of any person or persons, or corporations in consequence
of the use by City of any materials supplied by HCBF in the
performance of this Agreement.

e. Proprietary Information. City disclaims any and all ownership or
proprietary rights to any and all discoveries, inventions,
developments, specifications, patents, know-how, trade secrets,
computer programs or other proprietary information developed by
HCBF or HCBF’s contractors, subcontractors, or grantees for the
projects funded under this Agreement.

f. Service Contractor Worker Retention Policy And Living Wage
Policy Requirements. The Board of Harbor Commissioners of the
City of Los Angeles adopted Resolution No. 5771 on January 13,
1999, agreeing to adopt the provisions of Los Angeles City
Ordinance No. 171004 relating to Service Contractor Worker
Retention (SCWR), Section 10.36 et seq. of the Los Angeles
Administrative Code, as the policy of the Department. Further,
Charter Section 378 requires compliance with the City’s Living
Wage requirements as set forth by ordinance, Section 10.37 et seq.
of the Los Angeles Administrative Code. HCBF shall comply with
the policy wherever applicable. Violation of this provision, where
applicable, shall entitle the City to terminate this Agreement and
otherwise pursue legal remedies that may be available.

g. Wage And Earnings Assignment Orders / Notices Of
Assignments. HCBF and/or any contractors are obligated to fully
comply with all applicable state and federal employment reporting
requirements for the HCBF and/or contractors’ employees.

The HCBF and/or contractors shall certify that the principal
owner(s) are in compliance with any Wage and Earnings
Assignment Orders and Notices of Assignments applicable to them
personally. The HCBF and/or contractors will fully comply with all
lawfully served Wage and Earnings Assignment Orders and
Notices of Assignments in accordance with Cal. Family Code

13



Sections 5230 et seq. The HCBF or contractors will maintain
such compliance throughout the term of this Agreement.

h. Equal Benefits Policy. The Board of Harbor Commissioners of the
City of Los Angeles adopted Resolution No. 6328 on January 12,
2005, agreeing to adopt the provisions of Los Angeles City
Ordinance No. 172,908, as amended, relating to Equal Benefits,
Section 10.8.2.1 et seq. of the Los Angeles Administrative Code, as
a policy of the Department. HCBF shall comply with the policy
wherever applicable. Violation of this policy shall entitle the City to
terminate any Agreement with HCBF and pursue any and all other
legal remedies that may be available. See Exhibit “F.”

Compliance With Los Angeles City Charter Section 470(c)(12).
HCBF, contractors, and their principals are obligated to fully comply
with City of Los Angeles Charter Section 470(c)(12) and related
ordinances, regarding limitations on campaign contributions and
fundraising for certain elected City officials or candidates for elected
City office if the agreement is valued at $1 00,000 or more and
requires approval of a City elected official. Additionally, HCBF is
required to provide and update certain information to the City as
specified by law. Any contractor subject to Charter Section
470(c)(12), shall include the following notice in any contract with a
contractor expected to receive at least $100,000 for performance
under this Agreement:

Notice Regarding Los Angeles Campaign Contribution and
Fundraising Restrictions

As provided in Charter Section 470(c)(12) and related ordinances,
you are a contractor on Harbor Department Agreement No.

_________

Pursuant to City Charter Section 470(c)(12), contractor
and its principals are prohibited from making campaign
contributions and fundraising for certain elected City officials or
candidates for elected City office for 12 months after the Agreement
is signed. Contractor is required to provide to HCBF names and
addresses of the contractor’s principals and contact information
and shall update that information if it changes during the 12 month
time period. Contractor’s information must be provided to HCBF
within 10 business days. Failure to comply may result in
termination of the Agreement or any other available legal remedies
including fines. Information about the restrictions may be found at
the City Ethics Commission’s website at http://ethics.lacity.org! or
by calling 213-978-1960.

HCBF, contractors, and their principals shall comply with these
requirements and limitations. Violation of this provision shall entitle
the City to terminate this Agreement and pursue any and all legal
remedies that may be available.
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15. Notices. In all cases where written notice is to be given under this Agreement,
service shall be deemed sufficient if said notice is both deposited in the United
States mail, postage prepaid and sent via e-mail. When so given, such notice
shall be effective from the date of the e-mail. For the purpose hereof, unless
otherwise provided by notice in writing from the respective parties, notice shall be
directed to the following individuals representing the Parties to this Agreement:

City’s Harbor Department:
Los Angeles Harbor Department
P.O. Box 151
San Pedro, California 90733-0151
Attn: Executive Director
Email: gene_seroka@portla.org

Petitioners:
do Natural Resources Defense Council
1314 Second Street
Santa Monica, CA 90401
Attn: Melissa Un Perrella
Email: mlinperrella@nrdc.org

Harbor Community Benefit Foundation
302 W. 5th Street, Suite 300
San Pedro, CA 90731
Affn: Executive Director Ben Schirmer
Email: ben@hcbf.org

Nothing herein contained shall preclude or render inoperative service of such
notice in the manner provided by law.

16.Taxpayer Identification Number (“TIN”). The Internal Revenue Service (iRS”)
requires that all consultants and suppliers of materials and supplies provide a
TIN to the party that pays them. HCBF declares that its authorized TIN is:
45-2487333. No payments will be made under this Agreement without a valid
TIN.

17. State Tidelands Grants. This Agreement is entered into in furtherance of and as
a benefit to the State Tidelands Grant and the trust created thereby. Therefore,
this Agreement is at all times subject to the limitations, conditions, restrictions
and reservations contained in and prescribed by the Act of the Legislature of the
State of California entitled “An Act Granting to the City of Los Angeles the
Tidelands and Submerged Lands of the State Within the Boundaries of Said
City,” approved June 3, 1929 (Stats. 1929, Ch. 651), as amended, and provisions
of Article VI of the Charter of the City of Los Angeles relating to such lands.
Parties agree that any interpretation of this Agreement and the terms contained
herein must be consistent with such limitations, conditions, restrictions, and
reservations.
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18. Harbor Revenue Fund. The Parties acknowledge that the Harbor Revenue Fund,
as that term is defined in Section 656 of City’s Charter, constitutes the funding
source for all funds paid or expended under this Agreement and that, as such,
the laws, rules, and regulations applicable to such Harbor Revenue Fund must
be complied with in the performance of this Agreement, including without
limitation California Public Resources Code Sections 6009.1 and 6306.

19. Changes to the ASJ. To the extent that the ASJ is modified or interpreted by a
court of law to allow any portion of the Mitigation Payment to be allocated to
purposes other than to reduce Port-related air emissions, this Agreement shall
enable and govern the administration of such funds.

20. Construction of Agreement. This Agreement shall not be construed against the
Party preparing the same, shall be construed without regard to the identity of the
person who drafted such and shall be construed as if all Parties had jointly
prepared this Agreement and it shall be deemed their joint work product; and any
uncertainty or ambiguity shall not be interpreted against any one Party. As a
result of the foregoing, any rule of construction that a document is to be
construed against the drafting Party shall not be applicable.

21.Titles and Captions. The Parties have inserted the paragraph and section titles
in this Agreement only as a matter of convenience and for reference, and the
titles in no way define, limit, extend, or describe the scope of this Agreement or
the intent of the Parties in including any particular provision in this Agreement.

22. Modification in Writing. This Agreement may be modified only by written
agreement of all Parties. Any such modifications are subject to all applicable
approval processes required by, without limitation, City’s Charter and City’s
Administrative Code.

23.Waiver. A failure of any Party to enforce the Agreement upon a breach or default
shall not waive the breach or default or any other breach or default. All waivers
shall be in writing.

24. Governing Law. This Agreement is made and entered into in the State of
California and shall in all respects be construed, interpreted, enforced, and
governed under and by the laws of the State of California, without reference to
choice of law rules.

25.Severability. Should any part, term, condition, or provision of this Agreement be
declared or determined by any court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid,
illegal, or incapable of being enforced, the validity of the remaining parts, terms,
conditions, or provisions of this Agreement shall not be affected thereby, and
such invalid, illegal, or unenforceable part, term, condition, or provision shall be
treated as follows: (a) if such part, term, condition, or provision is immaterial to
this Agreement, then such part, term, condition, or provision shall be deemed not
to be a part of this Agreement; or (b) if such part, term, condition, or provision is
material to this Agreement, then the Parties shall work together to revise the part,
term, condition, or provision such that they mutually agree to it and that it
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complies with the applicable law or public policy and to effect the original intent of
the Parties as closely as possible.

26. Jurisdiction. The Parties consent to the sole jurisdiction of the courts of the State
of California for the enforcement of this Agreement.

27. Integrated Agreement. This Agreement contains the entire understanding and
agreement between the Parties with respect to the matters referred to herein. No
other representations, covenants, undertakings, or prior or contemporaneous
agreements, oral or written, regarding such matters which are not specifically
contained, referenced, and/or incorporated into this Agreement by reference shall
be deemed in any way to exist or bind any of the Parties. Each Party
acknowledges that it has not been induced to enter into the Agreement and has
not executed the Agreement in reliance upon any promises, representations,
warranties, or statements not contained, referenced, and/or incorporated into the
Agreement. THE PARTIES ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THIS AGREEMENT IS
INTENDED TO BE, AND IS, AN INTEGRATED AGREEMENT.

28. Interpretation of the ASJ. The City and Petitioners acknowledge and agree as
follows: (i) references to the “Port” and “City” in the ASJ shall be interpreted to
be to the same legal entity, the City of Los Angeles, acting by and through its
Board of Harbor Commissioners, not to the Board of Harbor Commissioners
itself; and (ii) City’s approximate $ 5,226,944 commitment of funds to HCBF
under this Agreement shall constitute partial performance of the City’s obligations
to provide for an independent air quality program under the ASJ and under
Section VlIl.B.; (iii) all amounts committed under this Agreement shall be
committed pursuant to Section VIII of the ASJ, Mitigation of China Shipping
Terminal and Other Port Impacts. If any of the aforementioned $5,226,944 is
returned to the City, however, the City shall to the best of its ability allocate those
funds for use in accordance with the ASJ (page 24, lines 11—1 3), and Petitioners
reserve any and all rights to ensure such allocation.

29. Exhibits; Sections. All exhibits to which reference is made in this Agreement are
deemed incorporated in this Agreement. To the extent the terms of an exhibit
conflict with or appear to conflict with the terms of the body of the Agreement,
except with regard to the ASJ, the terms of the body of the Agreement shall
control. References to paragraphs and sections are to paragraphs and sections
of this Agreement unless stated otherwise.

30. Force Majeure. No Party shall be liable or deemed to be in default for any delay
or failure to perform its obligations under this Agreement if such delay or failure
results from acts of God, riot, war, civil unrest, flood, earthquake, or other cause
beyond such Party’s reasonable control.

31. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterpart
copies. Each counterpart copy when so executed shall be deemed to be an

- original and all of the counterpart copies together shall constitute one fully
executed agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement on
the date to the left of their signatures.

HARBOR CQMMLJ!4IiY BENEFiT FOUNDATION
7//V \

By
B,rjHirmér, Eçcuti Director
Ha4? Commun(tyBefit Foundation

V

CITY OF LOS ANGELES,
a municipal corporation, acting by and through
its Board of Harbor Commissioners

eroka, Executive Director

Attest:

________________________

Board Secretary

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY
MICHAEL N. FEUER, Los Angeles City Attorney
JANNA B.IDHEY, General Counsel

By:

Date:____

Date:D\ LQ

Date:

________

Date:

_________

W.O. # n/a
Job Fac.# n/a

Arnounl:
2015-16 $5,226,94’

TOTAL $5,226,94

B. Bobo, Assistant

Account#
Ctr/Div#
Proj/Prog /t

21951
7000
000

Budoet FY:

18
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Verified by:

---

Verified Funds Availa

________________

Date Approved:

______________



PETITIONERS:

By: Date: °

-i1eiis’a Lin PerrlIa
NaturalJResources Defense Council

By:

____________________________________

Date:_____________
San Pedro and Peninsula Homeowners’
Coalition

By:

___________________________________

Date:
San Pedro Peninsula Homeowners
United, Inc.

By:

__________________________________

Date:.
Coalition for Clean Air, Inc.
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PETITIONERS:

By:

___________________________________

Date:_____________
Melissa Lin Perrella
Natural Resources Defense Council

By:

_________________________

Date:_________
San Pedro and Peninsula Homeowners’
Coalition

By:

___________________________________

Date:_____________
San Pedro Peninsula Homeowners
United, Inc.

By:

___________________________________

Date:_____________
Coalition for Clean Air, Inc.
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PETITIONERS:

By:

_________________________________

Date:____________
Melissa Lin Perrella
Natural Resources Defense Council

By:

________________________________

Date:____________
San Pedro and Peninsula Homeowners’
Coalition

By: . . Date: 0

San Pedro Peninsula Homeowners
United, Inc.

By:

___________________________________

Date:_____________
Coalition for Clean Air, Inc.
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PETITIONERS:

By:

_________________________________

Date:
MeUssa Un PerreUa
Natural Resources Defense Council

By:

_______ ________ ____—

Date:___________
San Pedro and Peninsula Homeowners’
Coalition

By:

__________________________________

Date:____________
San Pedro Peninsula Homeowners
United Inc.

By:

________ _________

Date:_______
Coalition for Clean Air. Inc.
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EXHIBIT A

PETITIONERS IN THE CHINA SHIPPING LITIGATION

1. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.
1314 Second Street
Santa Monica, CA 90401

2. San Pedro and Peninsula Homeowners’ Coalition
P.O. Box 1106
San Pedro, CA 90733

3. San Pedro Peninsula Homeowners United, Inc.
822 Eastman Place
San Pedro, CA 90731

4. Coalition for Clean Air, Inc.
800 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1010
Los Angeles, CA 90017
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.1.1 Exhibit B

JUN 1 4 2004

LOS ANGELES
SUPERIOR COURT

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CAUFORNIA

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

CflY OF LOS ANGELES, a Municipal
Cozporation, PORT OF LOS ANGELES, and
LOS ANGELES BOARD OF HARBOR
COMMISSiONERS,

Respondents.

CHINA SHIP’ING HOLDING COMPANY,
LTD;, and DOES I-V.

Real Parties in Interest.

Case No.: DS070017

so
1Dj AMENDED
•STLP)LATED JLtDGMENT,
MoDifIcATION OF STAY, AND
ORDER THEREON

AMENDaJ) Si PU AThD)DGMT, MCVflqCMX,N OP STAY, AND ORDER ThEREON

ORIGINAL FILED

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE
COUNCIL, INC., SAN PEDRO AND
PENJNSULk HOMEOWNERS’ COALITION,
SAN PEDRO PENINSULA HOMEOWllBRS
UN1ThD, INC., and COALITION FOR CLEAN
AIR, INC.,

Petitioners,

V.

I

7

8

.9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Dept: 85, Honorable Dzüitra Janava

la-723287



- RECiTALS

WHEREAS, the City of Los Angeles on May 8, 200!, and the Port of Los Angeles

C’Port) and Los Angeles Boairl’ ofHarbor Commissioners (“Board”) on March 28, 2001,

(“Respondents”) approved a project to construct and lease to China Shipping Holding Co, Ltd. a

three-phase container terminal at Berths 97-109 of the Port and the Board on October 10, 2001,

approved a Coastal Development Permit for the first phase of the China Shipping Project; and

WHEREAS, on June 14, 2001, Petitionerá Natural Resources Defense Council, Jnc., San

Pedro and Peninsula Homeowners ‘Coalition, San Pedro Peninsula Homeowners United, Inc., and

Coalition for Clean Air, Inc. (“Petitioners”) filed this action entitled Natural Resources Defense

Council, Thc., et al. v. City fLosAnge1es, eta!. against Respondents seeking a writ ofmandate

pursuant to the California Environmental Qiality Act (‘CEQA”); and

Wi[EREAS,on October 23, 2002, the Second Dlsfrict.Court ofAppeal issued a stay,

wbich is currently in oftect, staying the completion ofthe wharf at Berth 100 beyond 1,000 feet;

the erection and’operation of the cranes at Berth 100; the operation of Phase! of the China

Shipping Project; and construction and operation of Phases II and 111 of the China Shipping

Project. The stay does net prevent: completion of the storm droin’system; completion of the

backlands; use of.thebacldands’for container storage; and offloading and storage of the cranes at

BerthlOO;and

WHEREAS, on October 30,2002, the Second District Court of Appeal issued its

decision and remanded the mattes to the trial court with directions to grant Petitioners’ petition

for writ ofmandate, to order Respondents to prepare a project-specific environmental impact

report (“Em”) for all thzee phases of the China Shipping project, and to issue an injunction

incorporating the tenns of the October23, 2002 stày and

[PROPOSEDJ AMENDED STWUI.AThD JUDGMEN MODIFICATION OP STAY, AND ORDER THEREON
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.1

2

3

4

• 5

6

• 7

8

9

10

11

12
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• : 14

15

16:

• l7

18
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20
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25

• 26

27

28.
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.2

3

4

S

6

7

8

9

• 10

11

• 12

13

14

• .15
•

• 16

17.

18

-19

20

21

22

• 23

24

25

26

27

28

WHEREAS, the Court of Appeal has denied Respondents’ request for a rehearing, the

California Supreme Court has denied Respondents’ petition for review and their request for a

stay of the Court of Appeal’s order, and the Ls Angeles Superior Court has directed the

Respondents and Petitioners to prepare and submit an order and writ in accordance with the

Court’s dire tion given at a hearing on February 6,2003; and

WHEREAS, Petitioners desire.to ensure that an adequate environmental review of the

impcts of container terminal operations at Berths 97-109 is prepared and considered by

Respondents in compliance with CEQA, Respondents desire to provide for the operation of

Phase I of the China Shipping Terminal while the China Shipping ER is being prepared, and

Petitioners and Respondents (the “Parties”) seek to provide a mechanism to resolve future

disputes over the China Shipping Em; and

WHEREAS, the Parties desired to settle the disputes between them, to have an

agreement and stipulated judgment (the “Stipulated Judgment”) entered as a stipulated,

judgment in this Action, and further desired that the Los Angeles Superior Court coniimi and

approve this Stipulated Judgment and modify the terms of the injunction consistent with this

Stipulated Judgment; and . -

WHEREAS, the Court entered the Stipulated Judgment on March 6, 2003; and

- WHEREAS, Petitioners initiated arbitration underthe Stipulated Judgment as entered on

March 6, 2003, aid at the same time, the Port asserted It would respond by arbitrating a separate

group of issues, inc1udin that certain provisions of the Stipulated Judgment are not feasible or

otherwise excused; and

• I

3
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1 WHEREAS, the Parties have met and conferred and agree to amend this Stipulated

2 Judgment and thrther desire that the Court confirm and approve this Amended Stipulated

3

•
Judgment. •

5 11/ •

• 6 /1/

7

S

.9

10

11

12

• 13

14

• ‘5

• .16

17

18 . •

• 19 • . •

20 . . •

21

22

23

24

25

26
•

- 27 •

28
4
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2

3

4

.5

6

7

8

..9

lb

11

12

13

.14

15

• 16

• 17

18

19

• 20

22
•

• 23

24

25
r

26

• 27

28

NOW, THEREFORE, EACH OF THE PARTIES TO THIS AMENDE) STJPULATED

JUDGMENT AND MODIFICATION OF STAY AGREE, AND THIS COURT HEREBY

FINDS, ORDEIS, ADJUI)GES AND DECREES AS FOLLOWS:

I

JURISDICTION

This Court has. subject matter jurisdiction over this matter and has personal jurisdiction

over the Petitioners and Respondents in this action. The Parties Intend, and the Court hereby

does, retain continuing jurisdictionover this Judgment to administer and enforce its terms.

H

PARTIES BOUND

The provisions of this Judgment shall apply to and be binding upon the Parties, thir

officers, directors, and successors. The undersigned representatives of the respective signatories

certify that they are fully authoñzed by the party that they represent o enter into the terms and

conditions of this Judgment, to execute this Judgment on behalfof the party that they represent,

and to legally bind the party that they represent

m

DEFINiTIONS

Words used in this Stipulated Judgment are to be taken and understood in their natural

and ordinary sense unless this Stipulated Judgment indicates that a different meaning was

intended. Whenever the following terms are used In this Stipulated Judgment, the tbllowing

meanings shall apply:

5
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1 A. The term “this Agreement” or “this Stipulated Judgment” or “this Judgment”

2
or “this Amended Stipulated Judgment” shall mean this Stipulated Judgment, as amended.

.3
B. The terms “Lease” or “China Shipping Lease” shall mean Pennit 999 granted by

the Port and City to the China Shipping Holding Co., Ltd. on March 28, 2001 and May 8, 2001,

6 respectively.

C. The term “China Shipping Project” or “Project” shall mean tireproject to

8
•

. construct and operate the three.pbase container terminal at Berth 97-109 in the West Basin area
9.

10
of tire Port of Los Angeles described in theLease.

• 11 P. The term “China Shipping ELR” shall mean the project-specific EIR to be

• 12 prepared for the China Shipping Project pursuant to section VI of this Agreement.

• 13
B. The term “CEQA”shail mean the California Environmental Quality Act (Public

• 14 .

• 15
Resources Code § 21000 etseq.) and the State CEQA Guidelines and applicable case law.

16 F. The term ‘Tart1es”sháll mean Petitioners and Respondents.

17 0. The term “Petitioners” shall mean Petitioners Natural Resources Defense

18 Council, Inc.; San Pedrn and Peninsula Homeowners Coalition; San Pedro Peninsula

19
Homeowners United, mc; and the Coalition for Clean Air, Inc.

20 . -

H. The terni ‘Port of Los Angeles Community Advisory Committee” or “PCAC”

22 shall mean that entity entitled the Port ofLos Angeles Community Advisory Committee as

23 created by resolution ofthe Board Of Harbor Commissioners on October 10, 2001.

I. The term “Respondents” shall mean Respondents the City of Los Angeles, the
25

26
Port of Los Angeles, and the Los Angeles Board ofHarbor Commissioners.

27 J. The term “Phase I” shall mean Phase I of the China Shipping Project as dened

28 inthe Lease.
6
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w

DECLARATION OF GOALS AND PURPOSES

The Parties have stipulated to enter this Stipulated Judgment to addres Respondents’

desire to provide lbr the operation of Phase I of the China Shipping Project while the China

Shipping lR is prepared and to modify the stay and injunction imposed by the Court of Appeal

to allow such operation, Petitioner& desire to ensure that an adequate environmental review of

the impects of container terminal operations at Berths 97-109 is prepared and considered by

Respondents in compliance with CEQA and the 1arties desire to seek to provide a mechanism to

resolve any future disputes concerning the China Shipping ]31R.

V

OPERATION OF PHASE ONE OF TIlE

CIUNA SHIPPING/BERTH 97-109 PROJECT

PENDING COMPLETION OF A NEW ER

A. buse One Operation May Proeed lncoz)sideration of the additional mitigation

and other terms of this Judgment, the Port may comp1ee construction and commence or allow

operation ofPhase I of the China Shipping Project, as described in the Lease, immediately upon

the effective date of this Judgment. The Port may also continue to operate or allow the operation

of Phase I while the China Shipping LIR Is being prepared, and while any legal disputes

regarding the China Shipping EER are resolved. However, nothing in this Judgment shall preveni

Petitioners om requesting the superior court to stay construction and/or operation ofPhase I of

the China Shipping.Project on the basis of an inadequacy of the China Shipping EIR’thatis

significant enough to warrant a stay in light of the agreed upon mitigation mçastires in this

Stipulated Judgment, or for a material failure to implement the mitigation measures set forth in
7
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1 section VIII of this Judgment; provided such requestis first submitted to the Arbitrator. The Port

2 . . .shall be subject to the capacity cap set forth in section XI of this Judgment, below, drrng the
3

period that the China Shipping Effi is being prepared and while any Legal disputes regarding the

China Shipping E are resolved.

6 B. ModUlcation ofSaand Injunction. In its October 30, 2002 decision in this

“ Action, the Second District Courtof Appeal remanded’thisAction to this Court with directions
8

that this Court issue a writ of mandate requiring preparation o(”an E in connection withall
9 (

10
three phases of the China Shipping project” and issue an injunction incorporating the terms of

j stay issued by the Court ofAppeal on October 23,2002. A copy ofthat stay order is attached to

12 this Judgment as Exhibit “A”. The Parties agree that the injunction shall be modified to allow

13 the following, subject to the provisions of section V.D of thisJudgment: completion of the
14

wharf at Berth 100, erection nd operation ofthe four cranes at Berth 100, subject to the
15. .

pràvisions of section VIILA.2 of this Judgment, and dperation of Phase I of the China Shipping

17 Project, subject to the capacity cap set forth in section XL ofthis Judgment. The injunction of

18. Phases TI and III of the China Shipping Project is not modified by this provision; and shall stay in
19

place until lifted by a court of competent jurisdiction, consistent with the writ of mandate issued
20

21
by the Los Angeles Superior Court.

22 C. Further Actions to Allow Operati. Byexecutiñg this Judgment, the Parties

23 intend that the stay imposed by the Court of Appeal and the injunction to be issued in accordance

24 with that stay shall be modified by the Los Angeles Superior Court as described herein.
25

26
D. Termination ofLease. The purpose of this Stipulated Judgment from the Ports

27 perspective is to. obtain the ability to complete and operate Phase I of the China ShippingProject.

28 Accordingly, upon written notice by Respondents to counsel for Petitioners that (1) China

8
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I Shipping has terminated the Lease, has provided notice of termination of the Lease, or otherwise

2 wilinot use Berths 97-109, and (2) that the site will not otherwise be utilized for container
3 ..

terminal operations, then sections V (A) through (C), VIII, and XI, of this Stipulated Judgment

shall be tolled. In such an event, any money already paid by Respondents pursuant to section

6 VIII ofthis Judgment shall not be refunded and shall be fully distributed and used in accordance

with the provisions of section VIII, and the Port shall not be required to make further payments.

pwsuant to section VIII, except as.provided in sections V.D.l through 3 of this Stiu1atect

10
Judgment.

11 1. If Chiiia Shipping later intends to commence container terminal operations

• 12 at Berths 97-109, whether under the Lease or a new agreement, alone or In combination with any

• 13 other óompany, then Respondents shall provide written notice to counsel for Petitioners and all
14

15
theprovisions of this Judgment shall become fully effective 30 days after receipt of such written

16 notice, and any deadlines for payments pursuant to section VIII shall be extended by the póriodol

17 tolling.

18 2. If the Port later intends to allow anyone other than China Shipping to

operate Berths 97-109 for container terminal operations. the Port shall provide written notice of
20

21
such intent to counsel for Petitioners upon the earliest commitment by the Port to lease Berths

22 97-109or otherwise allow Berths 97-109tó be usedfor container operations, including but not

23 limited to the execution of a notice of intent or a memorandum ofunderstanding, at which time

section VLII ofthis Judgment shall become fully effective.
25

26
3. If section V.A through C of this Judgment is tolled pursuant to this

27 provision and remains tolled for a period of 90 days, then the Port shall, within one year, either

28 sejl or move the four cranes culTently at Berths 97-109 to another location, or paythe additional

.9
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1 amount of $2 million towards community aesthetic mitigation pursuant to section VIJLB of this

2 Judgment. The obligation to move the cranes or pay additional mitigation shall be extinguished
3

if container uses commence at Berths 97-109, except as provided in section VIU.A.2 of this
4

Judgment

6 4. The Port currently has the right to allow the use of the backlands at Berths

7 97-109 for container storage pursuant to the decision of the Second District Court of Appeal and

8
the writ issued by the Los Angeles Superior Court. Notwithstanding the provisions of section

9

10
V.0(1) through (3), ifsection VIII of this Stipulated Judgment is tolled pursuant to this section

.11 V.0, then such use of the backlands limited to that use as specifically allowed by the court of

12 Appeal shall not constitute operation ofPhase I for purposes of this section V.0. This provision

13 does not authorize any use of the backlauds beyond that allowed by the Court ofAppeal and the
14

15
Superior Court writ, and does not limit the Port’s obligation to conduct CQA review for any

16 expansion ofsich use beyond that allowed by the Court of Appeal and the Superior Court writ.

17 5. Ifprovisions ofthis Agreement are tolled and remain tolled for aperiodof

18 five years, then this Agreement shall terminate.
V

19 V

VI
20

21
PREPARATION OF A PROJECT-SYECJrIC EFOR THE CHINA SUU’PENG/BER

22 97-109 PROJECT AND RECONSIDERATION OF TUE CHINA SHIPPING LEASE

23 COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT

A. . Praration of a Project-Specific ER for the China Shinpin Project.
25

26
1. . Proiect-Spccific BIR. The Port shall prepare a project-specific ElK

27 evaluating the impacts of the constniction and operation of all three phases combined of the

28 Cbina Shipping Project. Such EIR shall be certified by Respondents under CEQA for their use in
I0
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28

the reconsideration of the approval of the Lease and Coastal Development Permit or fbr the

approval of any container terminal use at Bertha 97-109, and Respondents shall process and

consider such BIR under CEQA and otherwise comply with all obligations under CEQA

applicable to an BER which must serve as the basis for any such project approval. The China

ShippingE shall: (a) evaluate all project-specific and cumulative impacts from the China

Shipping Project’(development and operation of Berths 97-109 as described in the Lease) alone,

and not as part of any larger West Basin proj cot or other proj cot, (b) assess mitigation measures

to reduce those impacts, and (c) consider altematives to the China Shipping Project with reduced

environmental impacts, inc’uding alternative “Pott-related uses” other than a shipping terminal at

the site of the China Shipping Project and alternatives to the size, magnitude and configuration of

the proposed China Shipping Project.

The Port will analyze in the china Shipping EIR. the aesthetic impacts, on and off of Port

lands, from the terminal and its activities at Berths 97-109 includIng but not limited to the cranes

at those berths (including cumulative aesthetic impacts off of Port lands). The Port isnot

prejudging whether these impacts are adverse or significant As part of this review, the Port will

consider all written and photographic evidence of impacts submitted by the Port Community

Advisory Committee (‘PCAC’, any ofits eubcoimpittees, or any member of the public. The

Port will consider aesthetic mitigation measures on and offof Port lands. Where significant

impacts are pIsent, the Port will adopt mitigation measures that are feasible as required by.

CEQA.

The Port shall prepare and distribute a new notice of preparation, conduct and complete a

new scoping process, circulate a new draft Effi for public and agency review, and complete and

certify the China Shipping E.

II -
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7
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1o•
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15

16

17

18

19
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22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Nothing in this agreement shall prevent the Port from preparing and certil4ng Ems for

other projecta, including, but not limited to, a possible proposal to develop a project that

combines operation of the China Shipping Project with the Berths 121-131 Yaig Ming Terminal.

and a possible E that addresses other terminals in the West Basin and/or the West Basin as a

whole, including Berths 97-109. Ahe Port’s preparation of any such other E will not supercede

or replace or otherwise alter the Port’s obligation to complete and certify the China Shipping EIR

iti compliance with CEQA and the provisions of this Judgment and to adopt the mitigtion

zneasurcs identified in the China ShippingE for the China Shipping Project, as provided in

section VLC below. The Port shall certify the China Shipping Eprior to or at the same time

that it certifies any other Elk that evaluates the Berth 97-109 site as part of that other WR’s

p*posed project.

2. Baseline. The baseline for consideration of impacts from the China

Shipping Project shall be either zero or the baseline for Berths 97-109 prior to approval of the

Lease in March 2001.

3. Scope of Review. The China Shipping Elk will cover all three phases of

the China Shipping Project, as described in the Lease. The China Shipping EIR will evaluate the

Ibilowing catcgoris of impacts on the Port, the surroimding communities of San Pedro and

Wilmington, and the South Coast Air Basin, and will set forth mitigation measures for any

impacts in these categories which are potentially significant: (a) geology, seismicity, and

topography, (b) groundwater, soils and sediments; (c) meteoro1ogy and air quality; (d) toxic

emissions and risk; (e) hydrology, water quality and oceanography (f) biôta and habitats; (g)

ground transportation and circulation; (h) marine vessel transportation; (1) noise; (j) public health

12
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1 and safety; (k) public services; (1) energy; (m) utilities; (11) land use; (o) aesthetics, visual impacts

2 and light and glare; (p) recreation; (q) cultural resources; and (r) environmental justice.
3

4. Consultant. The primary consultants to prepare the China Shipping Em

ahailbe;

6 Lead consultant: CH2M Hill

7 Traffic consultant: Mayer Mohades and Kaku Associates.
8

Air quality consultant: CH2M Hill and an additional firm to be detemiined
9

Aesthetics consultant: C112M Hill and Takata and Associates.

The Port will retain an additional consultant to assist In the air quality impact analysis or review

12 of such analysis, and shall employ TIAX LLC as that additional air quality consultant if flAX

13 u..c meets the contracting requirenients of the City ofLos Aigeles.
14

5. PCAC Fpflow.Meetina R.egardin Draft China Sbllna ElK. Port

16 staffwill meet with the PCAC following the close of the public comment period on the draft Eli

17 to develop issue resolutions that can be docurnctcd for placement in the that Hilt

18 B. Reconsideration of China Sbipning Project. Respondents shall reconsider their
19

approvals of the use ofBerths 97-109 as a container terminal, and for that purpose they shall first
20

21
consider the China Shipping Eli in the manner prescribed by CEQA and in accordance with the

provisions of this Judgment, and shall certify the China Shipping ELK for that purpose.

23 Following certification of the China Shipping HIR, the Board ofHarbor Commissioners

24 (“Board”) shall reconsider its issuance of a Coastal flevelopmont Permit for the Project in light
25

26
of the new China Shipping BIR and the Port and City shall each reconsider their approvals of the

27 Lease in light of the new China Shipping Eli. Alternatively, if Berths 97-109 (or any part

28 thereof) is leased under a different agreement, the Port and City shall first complete the Chiria
13
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Shipping 131R and shall consider the approval of any such agreement in light of the new China

Shipping EIR. Nothing in this provision shall prevent Respondents from using the bacidands fo

container storage as allowed by the Second District Court of Appeal Inita October 30, 2002

decision.

C. Adoption of Fe sjbleJvlitigation Measures, if the Port takes any furtheraction to

approve use of Berths 97-109 as a container tenninol, whether through the re-approval of the

China Shipping Lease or the Coastal Development Permit or through any other approval for

container terminal use ofBerths 97-109, including In combination with the Yang Ming terminal,

then the Port .will adopt all mitigation measures identified in the China Shipping ElK for all

environmental impacts of the China Shipping Project found in the China Shipping BR to be

significant, provided that the Board finds the measure to be feasible. hi addition, ifthe City takes

any further action to approve use ofBerths 97-109 as a container terminal, whether through the

re-approval of the China Shipping Lease or the Coastal Dcvelopmcnt Permit or through any other

approval for container terminal use of Berths 97-109, including in combination with the Yang

Ming termInal, then the City will adopt all mitigtion measures identified in the China Shipping

ELK for all environmental impacts of the China Shipping Project found in the China Shipping

ER to be significant, provided that the City finds the measure to be feasible. Consistent with the

obligations of a lead agency decisiomnaking body under CEQA, the feasibility ofrnitlgntion

measures identified In the China Shipping ER shall be detemiined by the Board and the City,

respectively, based upon substantial evidence In the record. Where a mitigation measure is

proposed for adoption in the China Shipping BR In order to reduce a significant impact to

insignificance and that measure is rejected as infeasible by the Board or the City, the Board or the

City shall adopt specific findings based upon substantial evidence explaining such determination,

14
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I consistent with the requirements fCEQA Any dispute regarding the “feasibility” of mitigation

2 measures will be resolved byrbitration, as set forth in section VII below.
3 N

D. Alternatives. Before the Port or City takes any further action to approve use of

Berths 97-109 as a container terminal, whether through the re-approval of the China Shipping

6 Lease or the Coastal Development Permit or through eny other approval for container terminal

7 use of Berths 97-109, including in combination with the Yang Ming terminal, each shall consider

8
the alternatives to the China Shipping Project analyzed in the China Shipping ELK. In addition, ii

-9

10
the Port prepares a separate ELK for a combined China Shipping/Yang Ming terminal, it will

i consider tire same alternatives for the use ofBerths 97-109 in that ElK and it will also consider

12 the coml,Ined terminal as an alternative in the China Shipping ElK.

13

14
ARBifRATION

15
A. Any disputes between the Parties arising under this Judgment, including but not

17 limited to disputes regarding the adequacy of the China Shipping ELK, regarding time limits,

18 regarding the determination of feasibility ofmitigation measures identified iii the China Shipping

19
ER, or relating to Respondents’ obligations pursuant to and in compliance with section VIII

20

21
shall be submitted to Justice Steven Stone (retired) for non-binding arbitration, with the

22 exception of disputes submitted to arbitration regarding the feasibility ofAMP and related

23 alternative Air Emissions Mitigation, per Exhibit B, which shall be binding. Should Justice

24 .Stone become unavailable, the Parties will agree on a replacement arbitrator. If the parties
25

26
cannot reach agreement, Justice Stone, or the superior court ifhe is unavailable, shall designate a

27 replacement arbitrator.

• 28

‘IS
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1• B. The Parties intend that arbitration shall be used only to resolve actual disputes

2 . . . .. . -between the Parties and shall not be used to obtain advisory opinions, and accordingly, any
3

dispute submitted to the arbitrator must be an actual dispute that could be litigated between the

Parties. The Parties agree that to initiate an arbitration, the party wishing to arbitrate must first

6 attempt in good-faith to resolve the dispute directly with the other party. The Parties agree that

7 they will nter into stipulations, tolling agreements or other agreements needed to extend the
8

periods for filing suit et forth in Public Resources Code section 21167 where such a time
9

10
extension is necessazy to allow such arbitration required by this Judgment. No Party shall le

suit with respect to any dispute that is subject to arbitration under this Agreement unless the

12 dispute first has been arbitrated and the arbitrator has issued his or her non-binding written

13 determination concerning the dispute. The i’arties agree that China Shipping may participate in
14 .

15
arbitration provided for under this Agreement with respect to Bhibit B.

16 C. Nothing in this section shall prevent’Petitioners from requesting the superior court

17 to issue a temporary restraining order or preliminaiy injunction to stay construction and/or

18 operation of any container terminal project at Berths 97-109 on the basis of a material Ihilure of
19

Respondents to comply with CI3QA or to implement the mitigation measures set forth in section
20

21
Viii of this Stipulated Judgment, pending arbitration ofsuch dispute, provided that Petitioners

22 shall have first provided the Port with an opportunity to. cure the alleged breach and also

23 submitted the dispute to thó Arbitrator.

D. If any legal actiQn is brought by a third party tiot a Party to this Judgment
25

26
challenging the China Shipping B or an EJR evaluating joint operation of China Shipping and

27 Yang Ming if the claims relate primarily to China Shipping, or challenging the approval ofthe

28

16
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china Shipping Project, then, ifrequested by the Port, Petitioners shall not object to inclusion of•

such third party lawsuit in any ongoing arbitration under this section challenging the same BIR.

B. (1) The Port shall pay costs incurred by the arbitrator for resolution ofdisputes

between the Parties, but such costs shall be no more than $40,bOO annually. (2) Where and

when the $40,000 cap is exceeded, any party to the Arbitration shall have the option of bearing

its own cost for additional arbitration or seeking relief directly from the Superior Court. (3)

Subsection VILE.2 shall not apply to disputes regarding AMP feasibility and.alternative Air

Fmisdons Mitigation, which are subject to binding arbitration. ‘If the costs incurred by the

arbitrator exceed $40,000, the parties shall initially split the cost of the arbitrator in excess of

$40,000, and may later sçek to reallocate those costs under section XII.

F. This section VII shall apply to any disputes among the Parties and China Shipping

Holding Co., Ltd. regarding the feasibility of the use of alternative power, low profile cranes, or

any alternative mitigation pursuant to 8cctiOfl VIfl.A.3 and Exhibit B attached heretà (“M1I’

feasibility”).

(3. When any dispute is decided by the Arbitrator, the Parties shall require the

aibitrator to issue a statement of.the rationale and reasoning for the arbi(rtor’s determinatIon

and such statement shall be part of the record presented to any court where the dispute is

subsequently litigated.

MITIGATION QF CHINA SUIPPING TERMINAL AND (YHER PORT IMPACI’S

A. Mitigation Measures

1. Alternative Fuels for CoMalner Handling Equipment. The Port shall

require that yard tractors used at Berths 97-109 be powered only by alternative fuels (“alternative
17
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1 Dzels’), as defined by the California Air Resources Board (CARB). The Port shall require all top

2 picks and side picks used at Berths 97-109 to utilize emulsified diesel fuel and diesel oxidation
3

y ess Port provides to Petitioners written documentation by the operator that

emulsified diee1 fuel and/or diesel oxidation catalysts cannot for technical or safety reasons be

6 used for a particular application, The Port shall require the terminal operator to begin using the

7 alternative fuel yard tractors In place of existing yard tractors on the following schedule: 15
8

alternative fuel yard tractors by June 30, 2004; 30 alternative fuel yard tractors by July31, 2004;
9

• 10
and 45 alternative fuel yard tractors by August 31,2004. The terminal operator shall use 100%

alternative fuel yard tractors no later than September 30, 2004. Until said alternative-fuel yard

12 tractors are delivered,.the Port shall use only yard tractors at Berths 97-109 that are equipped

13 with diesel oxidation catalysts and use loweremittlng “emulsified diesel fuel” or arc equipped
• 14

1•5
with diesel particulate traps and use lower emitting low-sulfur diesel fuel. These requirements

16 that yard tractors be powered by alternative fuels shall apply unless the Port provides to

17 Petitioners written documentation bythè operator that an alternative-fuel yard tractor cannot for

18 techuical reason be used for a particular application. Whenever this subsection applies to allow
19

the use or purchase ofyard tractors that are not powered by alternative fuels, only equipment
20

operated by emulsified diesel fuel and equipped with diesel oxidation catalysts or low sulfur

diesel fuel with particulate Uaps shall be used.

• 23 2. Marine Tenninal (jnes. V

If Berth 102 is constructed, then prior to coñimencing operations at Berth 102 the
25 V

26
Port shall cause the installation on Berth 102 of two “low profile” cranes that are designed to

• 27 ieduce visual impact. If the total price ofthe cranes exceeds $25 mil1ion including but not

28 limited to the design costs of the supplier and its subcontractors, then the Port or China Shipping
18
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1 may submit to the Aij,jjiator the question ofwhether that cost makes those cranes infeasible. If

2 the Arbitrator determines that it is not feasible to purchase two “low profile” cranes that comply
3 .

with the Specification issuedbythe Port datedMarch 11,2003, Addendum 1, aiid technical

deviations submitted by ZPMC, as modified by the letter from ZPMC to the Port dated Apnl 14,

6 2004, at a cost of less than $25 million for the two cranes, then the Port shall contribute to

7 community aesthetic mitigation to bonefit San Pedro pursuant to section V1JLB.3 ofthe

8
Amended Stipulated Judgment in a sum equal to an additional $800,000 per crane Installed on

.9

10
Bertb 102.

11 Low pmfile cranes Include cranes that are designed to reduce visual impact by the

12 use of a horizontal boom that does not need to be raised up when the crane is not in use such that

13 the overall crane height is reduced to 185 feet or less when the crane is not in use and mobile
14

15
harbor cranes. If additional cranes are purchased for use at Berth 102, they shall be low profile

16 cranes unless low profile cranes are determined to be infeasible under Exhibit B.

17 The Port abali, no later than 30 days from the Bfictive Date ofthis Amended

18 Stipulated Iudgment, deposit into the Community Aesthetic Mitigation fund (described in section
•

VILB.3 below) an additional $3.5 million to beused for the creation ofparks and/or open space
20

21
offofPort lands benefiting San Pedro.

22 3• Alternative Maritime Power DurinIJptelIng of Ships. The Port shall

2 install the necessazy electrical Infrastructure atfleiths 100 and 102 to provide shorcsidc electrical

powei for ship boteling (alternative inaritimeiower or “A11P’). The infrastructure for Berth 100
25

26
shall be completed no later than March 6, 2004 andshail be provided at Berth 102 prior to

27 operation of the berth. The Port shall pay the costs of retrofitting China Shipping’s ships so they

28 may use the electrical power while docked at Berths 97-109 up to a total of $5 million.
19
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1. By August 31,2004, the Port shall retrofit two China

Shipping vessels, which shall be dedicated to service ofthe

Port ofLos Angeles and shall call on Berths 97-109 and use

AMP while docked at berth;

2. DurIng the period from Angust 31,2004 throigh January 1,

2005, the Port shall require that a minimum of 30% of ship

calls, on average, at Berths 97-109 shall utilize AMP while

atberth

3. By January 1, 2005, the Port shall retrofit a total of three

China Shipping vessels, which shall be dedicated to service

ofthe Port ofLos Angeles and shall call on Berths 97-109

and use AMP while docked at berth;

4. During the period from January 1,2005 through July 1,

20a5, the Port shall require that a minimum of60% ofshIp

calls by China Shipping, on average, at Berths 97-109 shall

utUle AMP while at bèrth

5. By March 31, 2005, the Port shall have retrofit a total of

four China Shipping vessels which shall call on Berths 100-

l02anduseAMPwbileddckedatberth;

20
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to the feasibility standard in section VW.A.3.c below, that a spelfied percentage of ships

docking at Berths 97-109 in the Port of Los Angeles use AMP for hoteling pursuant to the

following schedule:
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1 6. For every twelve-month period commencing July 1, 2005,

2 the Port shall require that a minimum of 70% of ship calls
3.

by China Shipping, on average, at Berths 97-109 shall

5 utilize AMP while at berth.

6 b. In the event that China Shipping terminates the Lease or otherwise

7 does not use Bertha 97-109 pursuant to section VI) of this Stipulated Judgment, then section

8
VIILA.3.b shall apply in place ofsection Vffl,A.3.a. Under this section VIU.A.3.b,

9

10
notwithstanding the $5 million cap, the Port shall require subject to the provisions of Exhibit B

that as of thedate of commencement ofoperations at Berths 97-109 at least 70% of all ships

12 docking at Berths 97-109 use AM.? for hoteling, and shall include this provision in the lease for

13 use of the berths.
.14

c. The Patie have agreed with China Shipping to a feasibility test

.16. fur the use of AMP. These provisions are attached as Exhibit B, and Incorporated as if fully set

17 forth herein.

18 4. Evalatipu of Low SulfurMarIne Fuel. The Port shall evaluate the
19

feasibility and emissions benefits (SO(, NOR, PM and C02)ofusing available grades ofmarine
20

21
fuel with 2,000 parts per million (ppm) or less sulfur content (including, but not limited to,

22 2,000, 500, 150 and 15 ppm sulfur), in àommercial container vessels when in coastal waters and

23 at berth. The evaluation shall survey different ship configurations (i.e., including differing

24 number, fuel type, fuel tank, sizes and uses ofmarine engines, sulfur content and volume of
25

26
marine fuel used, annual number of times berthed at POLA and differing purposes of diesel

27 engines, such as propulsion, propulsion/power generation or power generation) and evaluate the

28 feasibility of all grades of lower-sulfur marine fuel in alipossible configurations. The Port shall
21
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2
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12
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18

19

20

21

22

• 23

24

25

26

27

28

evaluate: (1) the availability of marine Iiiels with 2,000 ppm or less sulfur content at the Ports of

Los Angeles and Long Beach, at all origination and ports of call used by China Shipping vessels

that call on Berths 97-109, and at the 20 fueling locations, other than those’already included for

•eydation above, used most frequently by shipping companies that call on the Port of Los

Angeles; (2) the statü ofuse by fleets at the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach and

throughout the world of lower-sulfur marine fuel; (3) safety considerations, including flashpoiut

(4) equipment needs, including modified lubricants, for each combination of engines and fuel

grade; and (5) any other operational issues. The feasibility evaluation shall also include an

assàssment of the costs of the grades of lower-sulfur marine fuel and the cost per ton of pollution

reductions for SO NOR, J’M and CO2. The evaluation shall he completed and a report geueratec

and sent to Petitioners by May 31, 2005. In addition, the Port Shall generate and send to

Petitioners for their review an outline of the scope of the proposed evalnatidu before

commencing the evaluation,

5. Creation and Implementation of a Traffic Mitigation Plan. (a) The Port

shall conduct a traffic study as part of the China Shipping ER, which study shall be completed

by May 1, 20G3. The Port shall begin implementation ofmitigation for traffic impacts of

operation ofPhase I within 30 days of the completion of this study. The Parties acknowledge

that thi traffic study may be issued prior to the issuance of the China ShippingE, and that the

traffic study may be revised as part of the completion of the B1R process. (b) The Port shall

create and implement a traffic mitigation plan for San Pedro and Wilmington in response to the

baseline study of traffic Impacts of Port operations currently underway, and shall begin

implementation of the plan within three months ofcompletion of the traffic study, which shall

22
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I be completed by September 1, 2003. The traffic study is one of the seven studies ordered by the

2 Board of Harbor Commissioners on October 10,2001.
3.

6. Modification of China Sh1pplnPumit. The Parties agree that this

Amended Stipulated Judgment has, as a condition precedent, the requirement that Permit 999

6 shall be amended to incorporate the requirements of sections VI1LA.1,. 2 and 3 of this Amended

7 Stipulated Judgment so that they are binding upon China Shipping. If this does not occur, then

.8
the original Stipulated Judgment shall govern.

9

10
Mitiat1o Payment. The Port shall ad to mitigate the enviroiméntal and other

effôcts ofPort operations on and off Port lands by depositing into a separate designated

12 mitigatIon account $10 million per year in five installments, for a total of$50 million. The first

13 $10 million payment shall be made byAril 5,2003, and subsequent payments shall be made one
14 •

15
year from the date ofthe first payment for the following four years.

16 Of the mitigation payments, $10 million shall be used for the Gateway Cities Program, as

17 set forth in section Vffl.B.1. Out of the remaining payments, $20 million shall be used for air

18 quality mitigation (as set forth in section VUI.B.2 belnw), and$20 million shall be used for

community aesthetic mitigation (as set forth in section Vffl.B.3 below), so that overall, sixty
20

21
penent of these funds shall be used for air quality mitigation and forty percent of these funds

22 shall be used for community aesthetic mitigation. Payments into the account shall be made on

23 the following schedule: .

24 April 5, 2003 (“1irst Payment Date’ — $5 million for the Gateway Cities Program, $1
25

26
millIon for air quality mitigation, and $4 million for community aesthetic niitigation

27 1 year from First Payment Date — $2.5 million for the Gateway Cities Program; $3.5

28 milliou for air quality mitigation, and $4 million for community aesthetic mitigation;

23
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2 years from First Payment Date — $2.5 million for the Gateway Cities Program; $3.5

million for air quality mitigation, and $4 million for community aesthetic mitigation;

3 years from First Payment Date — $6 million for air quality mitigation, and $4 million

for community aesthetic mfflgation and

4 years from First Payment Date — $6 million for air quality mitigation, and $4 million

for community aesthetic mitigation.

All funds shall be committed for use pursuant to this section within five years. If at the

conclusion of the five years any funds remain that have not yet been committed, withIn 30 days

thesó fluids shall be applied to an independent air quality mitigation program available to

administer the funds an4 mutually agreeable to theParties, with restrictions sufficient to ensure

that such funds are used to reduce Port-related emissions. If the Parties cannot agree on the

program to receive the.remaining funds, the Part es shall submit the issue to the Arbitrator.

1. Gateway Cities Program. The $10 million allocated to the Gateway Cities

Program shall be used for incentives to replace, repower or retrofit existing diesel-powered on

road trucks consistent with the existing written guidelines for distribution of funds by that

Program. However, funding under this section may only be allocated to registered truck oers

who verify to the Gateway Cities Program that they have made 100 deliveries to or from the Port

of Los Angeles over the lest year, and upon request by the Gateway Cities Program provide

documentation through billi of lading or similar documentation. The Gateway Cities Program

shall be required as a condition of eceiptof the funds to provide a verifiable report and

accounting on a quarterly basis confirming that the funds were used for trucks calling at the Port

in compliance with the requiremehts of this Judgment. The Port shall have the right to have a

City auditor examine all rçlevant records and veril’ that these funds were properly disbursed.

2. Air quality mitiRation. The portion of the mitigation funds to be used for

the reduction of air quality impacts from Port operations shall be deposited into a separate
24
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I designated account to be maintained by the Port for expenditures to be made pursuant to this

2 section. These funds shall be expended only for programs and improvements that reduce

.3 emissions from Port operations that affect the communities of San Pedro and Wilmington. These

4 funds shall also be expended only pursuant to the following requirements:

5 a. funding maybe allocated to improvements, facilities, engines and

6 equipment, and incentives to make alternative fuels available for Port operations (provided that

7 funding for engines and equipment may not be allocated to the costs of complying with

8 SCAQML) rules governing yard tractors, although funding may be allocated to mitigation that

9 exceeds SCAQMD requirements, or that achieves compliance at an earlier time than otherwise

10 required);

11 . 1,. funding may be allocated to emission reductions from locomotives

12 that regularly serve the Port;

13 a. funding may be allocated to emission reductions from ships only if’

14 the ship owner certilles and the Port confirms that the ship regularly calls at the ?ort;•

15 d. funding maybe allocated to emission reductionsfrom tugs and

16 other harbor craft only if the craft is located at and directly serves the Port; and

17 e. funding may be allocated to improvements on trucks only if the

18 registered truck owner certifies to the Port that they have made 100 or more annual deliveries to

•
. 19. pr from the Port over the past year. Funding ofprojects pursuant to subsections (a) through (d)

20 above shall have priority ovet funding ofprojects pursuant to this subsection (e).

.21 The Port shall provide a report and accounting on a quarterly basis verifying that the

22 funds have been allocated in compliance with these terms.

23 .. 3. çommwftv aesthetic m1fiation. The Port shall expend a total of$20

• 24 million dollars over a four-year period for the reduction of aesthetic impacts from Port facilities

25 and operations. This community aesthetic mitigation fund Is being created, in part, to allow for

26 mitigation of aesthetic impacts of the China Shipping Terminal off of Port lands. All projects

27 funded under this subsection shall be port-related projects on Port land, or shall be projects not

28 on Port land that haye a demonstrable nexus or connection to the environmental, aesthetic, and/or
25
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1 public health impacis ofthe Port’s operations and facilities. Where adverse aesthetic impacts are

2 found in the China Shipping E1R or future EIRs for port expansion projects, the Port will analyze

3 whether the proposals that are complele as of the time the Notice of Preparation for the EIR is

4 issued by the Port and submitted for the aesthetic mitigation fund would mitigate those impacts

5 and discuss bow the proposal would mitigate those impacts. This requirement is terminated once

6 the community aesthetic mitigation funds are fully allocated. Projects to receive funding under

• 7 this subsection shall fall within the tbllowing categories and be prioritized as follows: (i) open

8 :spacc and parks; (ii) landscaping and beautification; and (iii) funding for educational, arts, and

9 athletic facilities consistent with the Tidelands Trust. Proceeds for projects funded under this

10 section shall be divided approximately evenly between projects benefiting San Pedro and

11 Wilmingtoa. Nothing in the foregoing shall alter the Port’s obligations under the California

• 12 Environmental Quality Act.

13 4. Fundina Prçccdures. The following procedures shall be followed until the

14 ajr quality and community aesthetic mitigation funds are allocated by the Port pursuant to section

• 15 VIILB2 and VIILB.3, above.

.16 a. Any party proposing such funding shall submit a proposal

• 17 simultaneously to the PCAC and to the Port’s Environmental Mitigation Coordinator

18 (“Mitigation Coordinatof). The Mitigation Coordinator shall attempt to work with the applicant

19 to insure that the proposal meets the paraInetex of this Section of the Stipulated Judgment

20 . b. PCAC Evaluation Process for Aesthetic Mitigation Proposals.

21 (1) Bach aesthetic mitigation proposals shall describe Its nexus

22 to specific adverse impacts from past or future Port projects, and characterize whether the hnpact

• 23 is off or on Port land. As to any aesthetic mitigation proposal submitted to the PCAC before the

24 Effective Date, the party proposing such funding shall prepare and submit an addendum with this

• 25 information. PCAC shall evaluate the submitted aesthetic mitigation proposals firsty the

• 26 priorltization of categories i, ii, and ill of section Vffl,B.3 and then in the order received. The

27 PCAC shall perform in a public process an evaluation to determine whether there is a

• •28

26
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demonstrable nexus between the aesthetic mitigation proposal and a Port project’s adverse

impacts. The PCAC shall act as quickly as possible on all aesthetic proposals submitted to it.

(ii) The Mitigation Coordinator shall categorize all aesthetic

mitigation proposals as to whether they (i) are located on or off Port lands per section Vffl.B.3;

(ii) fall within category i, ii, or iii of section Vm.B.3; and (iii) benefit San Pedro or Wilmington

(or both).

(iii) Proposals lialced to past projects.

(a)’ All proposals that are submitted after the Effective

Date of this Amended Stipulated Judgment and that are intended to mitigate the impacts of a past

project or projects, as well as all proposals that have already been received by PCAC as ofthe

Effective Date ofthis Amended Stipulated Judgment and that are intended to mitigate the

impacts of a past project, whether through the original proposal or the addendum described in

section VIII.B.4.b(i), shall be directed to the PCAC Past E Working (Jrup (‘Working

Group”). The Working Group shall pvaluate using CEQA Principles (“CEQA Principles”)

(defined as assessing the mitigation measure using CEQA standards at 14 Cal. Code Regs. §
15370), and determine whether a demonstrable nexus exists between the Proposal and the

impacts of the past project. If a demonstrable nexus is not found, the proposal shall be rejected.

If a demonstrable nexus is found, the Working Group shall further evaluate the proposal using

CEQA Principles to detennine whether the proposal is the best measure to mitigate the impact

identified. This evaluation shall be documented by the Working Group and forwarded, along

with the proposal, to the California State Lands Commission staff (“State Lands’.

(b) The PCAC shall submit to State Lands for its

review all proposals for which the Working Group found a demonstrable nexus to a past Port

project and projects along with the Working Group evaluation. PCAC shall request that State

Lands provide a written response to the Working Group within 30 days of receipt by State Lands

of the submitted proposal. Upon receipt, the Working Group shall evaluate State Lands’

response and subsequently shall forward to State Lands (for information) and to PCAC: (1) the

proposal; (2) the Working Group evaluation; (3) conespondence with State Lands and (4) any
27
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1 reply or reactions of the Working Group to State Lands’. response. PCIC shall then vote to

2 approve the proposal, deny the proposal, or approve the proposal with modifications. The PCAC

3 determination and the Working Group evaluation do not constItute a CEQA determination or

4 otherwIse ct,nstrain the Port’s discretion under CEQA.

5 (c) If the PCAC votes to approve the proposal, It will

6 notifSr State Lands, ask for the State Lands’ comments within 15 days, and request that such

7 vàmments be submitted to the Board before the Board votes on the proposal In accordanc&with

8 section VUI.B.4.d below.

9 . c, PCAC Evaluatign Process for Air Ouality Mitigation Proposals.

10 PCAC and the Pod’s Environmental Mitigation Coordinator shall consult with the Technical

11 Advisory Conunittee as to air quality mitigation proposals submitted pursuant to section Vffl.B.2

12 above. The proposal shall be considered by PCAC, which will recommend approval, denial, or

13 approval with modifications. The Technical Advisory Committee shall consist of one

14 representative with technical expertise regarding air pollution reductions applicable to ports

15 appointed by each ofthe fbllowing entitles: (1) the California Air Resources Board; (2) the U.S.

16 Buvironmeiital Protection Agency; (3) the South Coast Air Quality Management District.

• I7 (SCAQIvfD); (4) the Mobi[e Source Reduction Committee for the South Coast Air Basin; and (5)

.18 South Coast Carl Moyer Memorial Air Quality Fund. The members of the Technical Advisory

19 Committee shall serve without compensation and shall meet on a regular basis to advise the

20 PCAC and the Port’s Environmental Mitigation Coordinator on bow best to utilize the air quality

21 mitigation funds to inaxiniize air quality emission reductions at the Port, Including but not

22 limited to the development ofrequests for proposals and evaluation ofproposals submitted for

23 fbnding. If an agency does not designate a representative to the Committee, the Committee may

24 proceed with participation from the remaining agencies.

25 d, Evaluation ofProposals by the Board of HatiiComrnissioners, I

26 the PCAC recommends approval of a funding proposal as referenced above (including any

• 7 modifications to the proposal which PCAC may recommend), then the proposal shall be

28 forwarded to the Board for consideration, lithe proposal is intended to mitigate the impacts of a
28
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past project or projects in accordance with section V1ILB.4.b(iii) above, then the Board shall

direct staff to evaluate the proposal for implementation includingbut not limited to any CEQA

requirements. Such evaluation shalt include a cost estimate of implementation. At a public

meeting, after considering the PCAC recommendation, any recommendation of the Technical

Advisory Committee on the proposal, arid any staffreports on the proposal and the record at the

meeting, the Board shall approve, or deny the PCAC recommendation or return the proposal to

the PCAC for consideration of modifications. If the Board denies the PCAC recommendation, it

shall adopt specific findings explaining such actions. lIthe Board approves the PCAC

recommendation, the ptoject shall be funded; however, If State Lands objected to the approval of

the proposal in accordance with section Vffl.B4.b(iii)(c) above, then the Board shall wait 45,

days afler suchapproval to transfer any funds.

e. ‘ The Mitigation Coordinator shall prepare a quarterly report to the Board and the

PCAC regarding the status of all approved projects and available mitigation funds in the

designated account for specific types of mitigation. These funding procedures shall not affect the

procedure for appitwai and funding ofmltjgatlon measures with funds other than those provided

by the community aesthetic mitigation funds under this Amended Stipulated Judgment, or the

Port’s ability to use mitigation funds provided by the commânity aesthetic mitigation funds undel

this Amended Stipulated Judgment for mitigation related to the China Shipping Project.

Restrictions pnUse ofMitinatio Funds. The mitigation funds disbursed

by the Port shall not be used for (a) mitigation measures committed to in Section VilLA of this

Judgment; (b) funds already committed to in any prior settlement or other document by the Port

or City; (c).fimds already budgeted for the current orfuture fiscal year by the Port or City or in an

amount and type allocated for mitigation of Port impacts in prior years; (d) measures identified in

future CEQA documents to mitigate impacts from projects not yet approved by the Port, except

for aesthetic mitigation measures (although future CEQA douments may consider programs and

activities funded pursuant to this provision in the baseline discussion); or (e) used as a substitute

for existing budgeted municipal functions or programs. The aesthetic mitigation funds

committed to in section Vffl.B3 maybe used to mitigate any Impacts identified in the China
29
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Shipping EIR or future CEQA documents for projects not yet approved bythe Port. Funds to be

allocated pursuant to this sectionVIll shall come from Port revenues, and may not.come from

grants, matching funds, or other sources of funds. The Port’s expenditure of monies in this

Agreement must be: (a) for progranls to mitigate existing or future impacts ofPort operations on

the surrounding communities; (b) consitent with the State Tidelands Trust and the public trust

doctrine; (c) consistent with the Los Angeles City Charter; (d) consistent with the California

Coastal Act; and (e) consistent with any other applicable Laws and regulations.

6. Resolution of Disputes. Any disputes regarding allocation ôfUicse

mitigation funds shall be resolved by the Arbitrator.

C. Reporting Requirements. The Port shall provide quarterly reports to Petitioners

setting forth the status of its compliance with Section Vifi ofthis Stipulated Judgment.

Ix

CHANGES TO THE PORT COMMUNiTY ADVISORY COMMrITEE

A. Continued istence of PCAC This Stipulated Judgment shall not become

efThctive until the Board has adopted a resolution providing for continued existence of the PCAC

subject to applicable law and for the.PCAC .to operate under the continued governance ofthe

Board.

B. Board Consideration of PCAC Resolutions. This Stipulated Judgment shall not

become effective until the Board has adopted a resolution providing that: (a) the Board will

consider all resOlutions adopted by the PCAC in an expeditious and timely manner; and (b) the

Board shall issue a written statement of reasons and appropriate findings for any PCAC

resolutiOn rejected by the Board.

x
NOTICE OF UPCOMING CEQA ACTIONS

The Port shall on a monthly basis provide a description of all proposed projects and a

schedule for upcoming decisions on port projects to the PCAC and neighborhood councils,

including but not limited to issuance ofnotices of preparation of environmetital documents,

negative declarations, EIRs and other project approvals, with as much advance notice and
3°
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I description of such proposed projects and CEQA decisions as reasonably possible. The Port

2 shall use its best efforts to provide such monthly notice as to minor exemptions from CEQA, and

3 to ensure that all anticipated projects and CEQA decisions are included in the notice. The Parties

4 understand that some matters may arise afler such a monthly notice has been provided, and the

5 fact that a project was not included on such a monthly notice shall not prevent Port staff or the

6 Port Board from taking action on the matter.

Xl

8 LIMIT ON INTERIM OPERATION OF BERTh 100 AND ADDITIONAL MITtG*flON

9 PAYMENT IF LIMIT IS EXCEEDED

10 During the intezim period when operation of Phase I of the China Shipping Terminal is

11 allowed pursuant to section V, above, the annual capacity ofadditional container cargo to be

12 offloaded and handled at l3erth 100 shall not exceed 328,000 TEUs per calendar year. lithe

13 China Shipping Elk is prepared In less than a calendar year, this capacity limit shall be

• i4 deterniined based on the period of tune between the effective date of thii Judgment and the date

15. that the China Shipping Elk is completed, prorated accordingly. If the container throughput

16 excced the agreed-upon capacity, the Port shall make an additional payment to the mitigation

17 fund described in section Vffl.B, above, of $30 per TEU in excess of the cap.

18 The Port shall provide to counsel for Petitioners a quarterly report with supporting

19 documentation of the ThU throughput atBerth 97-l09 This quarterly report may be provided o

20 a confidential basis if such confidentiality is requested by the terminal operator, in which case

21 Petitioners shall maintain the confidentiality of the report, and agree if any such document is

22 submItted to the Arbitrator or a court, it shall be submitted under an agreement of confidentiality

23 or under seal.

24 After the Board and City have each certified the China Shipping Elk and issued their

25 respective decisions regarding the use of Berths 97-109, the capacity limit shall terminate,

26 However, if a Petitioner brings a legal action (including required arbitration) challenging the

27 wlequacy of the China Shipping Elk or otherwise challenging the legality of the City’s or the

28 Port’s decisions regarding the use of Bertha 97-109, then the capacity limit shall immediately and

31
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• I provisionally be placed back in effect while the action Is resolved, and the penalty payment of

2 $30 per TBU shall be placed into ,a separate designated account pending the outcome of the

3 litigatIon. If the action is resolved with a finding that the Port abused its discrtIon and the abuse

4 was prejudicial, the fluids will be paid as additional mitigation as described in section VJILB

5. above, in approximately equal shares to air quality mitigation and community aesthetic

6 mitigatiOn. Otherwise,the Port5will recover andretain these funds.

7 .xII

• 8 • Arrolu1EYS’ FEES TN THIS ACfION

9 A. Petitioners’ Fees. The Port has paid Petitioners reasonable attorneys’ fees and

.10 costs for this Action, based upon reasonable hourly rates, in the amâunt of$ 1,426,000.

11 B. Enforcement. Petitioners shall be entitled to reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs

12 iácurred in the enforcement of this Judgment, including but not limited to the fees and costs

13 incurred by Petitioners for arbitration pursuant to section VU, when Petitioners are the prevailing

•

. 14 party asdefined under Code of Civil Procedure section 1021.5. The cunountof attomeys fees

• 15 and costs to be awarded for enforcement of this Judgment shall be determined either through

• 16 negotiation or by binding arbitration before the arbitrator.

17 .
xiii

18 FtJTUiE COOPERATION IIETWEEN TIlE PORT AND lETITIONERS

19- The Pjes agree thattbis settlement and this Judgment have been reached in the mutual

20 best interests of the Parties. In that spirit, the Parties shall cooperate to Implement this Judgment,

21 including the execution and filing ofany court papers in this action necessary to implement the

• 22 terms ofthis Judgment.

23 Tn addition, the Parties agree to cooperatively address and respond to any future

24 environmental issue at the Port and in San Pedro and Wilmington. This cooperation may consist

25 ofmeetings and discussions among the Parties, the purpose ofwhich will be to attempt to

26 coordinate the Parties’ efforts at considering or resolving such future environmental issues.

27 Nothing in this section shall limit the Parties’ ability to bring future litigation aalnst any other

28
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I party or in any waycreate a condition precedent to the coimnencement of future lawsuits or other

2 legal action by the Parties.

3 . XIV

4 STATEMENTS TO TUE PRESS

5 The Patties agree to provide advance copies of their draft press releases to announce this

6 settlement and Stipulated Judgment for review and comment by all other parties, and to make no

7 other statements regarding this Stipulated Judgment until the agreed upon date and time for

8 release of the written statements. The Parties will attempt in good faith to address concerns

9 raised by any other party as to the draft press release. The Parties will also provide a copy of

10 their final press releases to all other Parties before the effective date of this Stipulated Judgment.

11 xv

12 SEfLEMENT CONTINGENT ON COUNCIL APPROVAL AND SETTLEMENT 01?

13 / 1’EDERAL LAWSUIT

14 This Stipulated Judgment requires approval of the Los Ange1e City Council, and is

.15 subject to and contingent upon such Council approval. This Stipulated Judgment is also

16 contingent upon a settlement of the federal lawsuit Natural Re.rources Defense Council, Inc., et

17 aL v. United State. Army Corps ofEngineers, et aL, Case No. 02-04793 MMM (Ex).

18 XYI

19 FORCE MAJEURE

20 If an event of force majeure occurs, such as civil commotion, war, acts ofpublic enemies,

21 lire, explosion, earthquake or other natural disaster or action of the elements, or acts of God, or

22 unforeseen circumstances which result in a prolonged interruption of operations of the Port, and

23 if such event of force niajeure iss severe that it prevents the Port from fulfilling its obligations

24 under this Areement, then thosç obligations to that extent shaflbe suspended duringthe period

25 offorce majeure, but not thereafter. This provision shall not apply to the obligations under

26 section Vffl.B, except that the obligations under section VIJI.B shall be suspended lIthe event of

• 27 force majeure results in the cessation of operations at the China Shipping Terminal prior to

28. certification of the China Shipping HR and shall resume as soon as such cessation ends. The
33
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1 Port shall provide toPetitloners notice of an event of force majeure within five days of its

2 occurrence. Any disputes conóerning the application of this force majcure provision shall be

3 submitted to the Arbitrator.

4 . XVII .

5 INTEGRATION AND SEVERABILITY.

.6 The Parties agree that this Stipulated Judgment sets forth the final entire agreement

7 between them relating to their settlement and that this document merges and supersedes all prior

8 dIscussions, agreements, understandings, representations, and all other otnmunications between

9 them relating to the subject matter of this Stipulated Judgment.

10 Each provision of this Stipulated Judgment shall be interpreted in such a manner as to be

11 valid and enforceable under applicable law, but if any provision of this Stipulated Judgment is

12 hereinafter modified or invalidated by further order of a court of competent jurisdiction, that

13 provision shall be invalidated only to that extent, without thereby invalidating the remainder of

14. that provision or ofany other provision. Ifany provision pfthis Stipulated Judgment is modified

15 or invalidated as set forth above, or any funding decision made pursuant to the Stipulated

16 Judgment, becomes prohibited or invalid under any applicable law, then the Parties shall

17 negotiate in good faith and seek to agree upon a substitute provision or funding decisiofl

18 consistent with the intent of this Agreement which avoids the legal defect that resulted in the

19

prohibItion or Invalidity. If the Parties cannot agree on such a substitute provision or funding

20 decision, the Parties shall submit the issue to the Arbitrator..

22 RELEASE OF CLAIMS

• 23 The parties hereby release all laIms relating to the issuance of the China Shipping Lease

24 and Coastal Development Permit for the China Shipping Project alleged In this action entitled

25 Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., et a!. v. City ofLos Angeles, et al. This limited release

26 shall not extend to any other matter, does not release any of the rights and obligations under this

27 Stipulated Judgment, and shall not extend to any action to enforce or interpret the provisions of

28 this Agreement. This release shall not extend to any dispute regarding the adequacy or
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1 compliance with CEQA of the China ShippingE to be prepared pursuaiit to this Agreement,

2 including but not limited to its discussion of traffic impacts. The Parties agree that all disputes,

3 including claims for attorneys’ fees and costs, regarding the Stipulated Judgment entered on

4 March 6, 2003 and existing as of the Effective Date of this Amended Stipulated Judgment shall

5 be deemed resolved without further modification ofthe Stipulated Judgment, with each side

6 having agreed to bear their own attorneys’ fees and the costs are resolved.

7 . XIX

8 ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS

9 A. No Admission. Nothing in this Stipulated Judgment shall be construed as or

10 deemed for any purpose to be an admision ordcniaI ásto the validity of any claims or defenses.

11 The Parties agree that if this Stipulated Judgment is not entered as a stipulated judgment by the

12 Los Angeles Superior Court and therefbre does not becomeeffective, no Party can use any pcrt

• 13 of this Stipulated Judgment in any wy in any legal proceeding.

14 B. Warranty of Authority Eachofthe Parties represents and warrants that it has .the

15 right, power and authority to execute this Stipulated Judgment.

16 C. Written Waiver. A waiver of any provision of this Stipi1ated Judgment shall not

17 be effective unless such a waiver is made expressly in writing. A written waiver of any one

18 breach shall not be deemed a waiver,of any.other breach of the same or any other prevision of

• 19 this Stipulated Judgment.

20 D. Legal Counsel and Joint Preparation. The Parties affinn that they have been

21 represented by counsel oftheir own choosing regarding the preparation and negotiation of this

22 Stipulated Judgment and the matters set forth herein, and that each of them bus read this

23 Stipulated Judgment Agreement and is fully aware of its contents and Its legal effect. The

24 language of all parts of this Stipulated Judgment shall in all cases be construed as a whole,

25 according to its fair meaning, and not strictly for or against any Party. No presumptions or rules

26 of interpretation based upon the identity of the Party preparing or drafting the Stipulated

27 Judgment, or any part thereof, shall be applicable or invoked..

28
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B. Bindingon Successors. This Stipulated Judgment shall be binding on and inure to

the benefit of the successors and assigns of the Parties.

F. Countparts. This Stipulated Judgment may be executed in counterparts, and

when all Parties )iave executed this Stipulated Judgment, each counterpart will be deemed an

origina

G. Captions. Captions axe included herein for ease of reference only. The captions

are not intended to affect the meaning of the cont nts or scope of this Settlement Agreement

H. Notices Notices or other communications given or required to be given under

this Stipulated Judgment, shall be effective only if rendered or given in writing by overnight

mail, hand delivery, or email or facsimile transmission if such email or fcsimi1e trnsmission is

confirmed by live telephone conversation, to the Party’s representative identified below:

, .
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1 For Respondents: Larry Keller, Executive Director

2
Port ofLos Angeles
425 South Palos Verdes Street

3 San Pedro CA 90731
Facsimile No.; (310) 831-6936

4 Emall: 1keilerp&t1a.org
Telepbone: (310)732-3456

6 . Dr. Ralph Appy,
Director ofEnvironmental Management

7
. Port of Los Angeles

8 425 South Palos Verdes Street
SanPcdroCA90131

9 Facsimile No.: (310) 547-4643
Email: rappy@portla.org

10 Telephone: (310)732-3497

11
Thomas A. Russell1Senior Assistant City Attorney

12 HarborDepartment, CityAttomey’s Office
415 South Palos Verdes Street

13 Facsimile No.: (310) 831-9778
14 Email: trussell@portla.org

15
Telephone: (310) 732-3750

16 For Petitioners: Julie Masters, Esq.
Natural Resources Defense Council

17 1314 Second Street
Santa Monica, CA 90401

18 Facsimile No.: (310) 434-2399

.19 Email;. jrnasteranrdc.org
Telephone: (310) 434-2300

20
Andrew Mardcsicb, President

21 San Pedro, Peninsula Homeowners United, Inc.
1931 BarciaLeAve.
SanPedroCA 90731

23 . Facsimile No.: (310)832-4919

24
Email: amardesich@earthlink.net
Telephone: (310) 832-4919

25 III

26 //

27

28
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1 Noel Park, President

2
San Pedro an. Peninsula Homeowners’ Coalition
3233 South Walker Avenue

3 San Pecfro,CA 90731
Facsimile No.: (562) 804—5210

4 Email: jdcoivctte@telis.org
Telephone; (562) 804-5205

6 Todd Campbell, Policy Director
Coplition for Clean Air

7 523 West Sixth Strect 10th Floor

• 8 Los Angeles, CA 90014
FacsimileNo.: (213)630-1158

.9 Email: toddcoalitionforclewiair,org

10
Telephone; (213) 630-1192

11 Effective Date. This Amended Stipulated Judgment shall be effective on the date

12 that It is entered as an amended stipulatea judgment by the Los Angeles Superior Court.

13 ii,
14

/1!
15

16

17 . •

18

19

20 • .

21 . -

.22

23

24 . .

25 .

26 . .

27 •

28

• [PROPOSED] AMENDED STIPUlATED JUDGMENT, MODIFICATION OP STAY, AND ORDER THEREON
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I NOW, ThEREFORE, iT IS ORDERED THAT:

2 (1) A writ of mandate has already been issued by this Court requiring preparation of a

3
project-specific BIR for Phases 1,11, and UI the China Shipping Project,

(2) Operation of Phases II and UI is continued to be enjoined, pending certification of

6 that Elk.

7 (3) Based on this Amended Stipulated Judgment of the Parties, the writ ofmandate

8
and injunction previously issued by this Court are hereby modified so that construction and

.9

10
operation of Phase I may continue subject to the terms of this Stipulated Judgment, including the

capacity cap set forth in Section XI. .

12 (4) This Court retains jurisdiction to enforce and administer the terms of.this

13 Amended Stipulated Judgment.
14

15

16 ITIS SO ORDERED.

17
1, , DZINTRA JANAVS

18 Dated: L(l’1 J

___________________

19 Honorable Dzintra Janavs
Judge, Los Angeles Countij Superior Court

20

21 (parties’ signatures follow)

22

23

24

25

26

27

28 .

39
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SIGNATURES OP PARTIES:

••1

.6

22

23

24

•25

26

27

28

DATED: (V)c it, Dc’_
Natural RcscurcesWse Council, Inc.

DATED; -/iiIoq
San Pedro and Peninsula Honieownets
Coalition

DATED: IQ , 2D0’j

The Los Ange1c Board ofHarbor
Coimnissloners

2

a
4

6

7

8

.9

10

11

12

13

14

NDTaichPresIdem.

DATED:__________________
The City ofLos AgeldHarbor Department

Harbor Commissioners
and the City ofLos Angeles by its Board of

16

17

18

19

President

DATED:
San Pedro Peninsula Homeowncin United,

Andrew MardeslelL Psidant

CORH&n for 4lean Mr,h.

40
lRCOM)J AThD JUDGMENT, )IODWICAIION OF SFAY, AND ORDER ThEREON

Tim Carmie.bael, Preskient/Chief
Executive Officer
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I SIGNATURES OPPARTIJES:

2 DATED:_________________ DATED:_________________
The Los Angeles Board of Harbor Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.
Commissioners

4

5
By:

_____

6 By: Gall Peuer, Senior Attorney
)do1as Tornich, President

7.

8

9 DATED:_________________
San Pedro and Peninsula Horneowns

10 DATED:____________________ Coalition
The City of Los Angeles Harbor Department
and the City of Los Angeles by its Board of

12 Harbor Commissioners.
By:_______________________

Noel Park, President
14

By:________________________
15 Larry Keller, Executive Director

16 DATED:_________________
17 San Pedro Penins omeowners United,

DATED:________________

20 . By:
Midkw Mardesich, Pid

21 Attest:___________________
Board Secretary

23
DATED:______________

24
. Coalition for Clean Air, Inc.

•25

26

27
By:__________________________

Tim Carmichael, President/Chief
28 . Executive Officer

40
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I

I SIGNATURES OF PARTIES:••

2 DATED:_________________ DATED:________________
• 3 The Los Angeles Baud ofHarbor - Natural Rescwces Defense Coundi, Ix.

Einissioners
4 ... • . .

6 By___________________ OsilenPm.rMy
NI Tonu,h, President •

8 :
9 • . • DAThD:.

• - San Pedro and PcnInsulklionEocs
DATED:_________________________ C(alition
The City ofLos Angeles Harbor Department
and the City ofLos Angeles by its Board of

12 Harbor Coznmlsá*ors • .

• By:_____________________
13 Noel Park, President
14 •

15 Larry Keller, Executive Director

16 • .

. DATED:____________
17 San Pedro Pila&ineownersUnited,

• Inc.
18 •

19 DAT:__________________ .

20 V • By: •

• Andrew Mardesk President
41

MteV • V

• Itionfor • Inc

27
By:_

Tim Carmichael, Prcsident/(
28 •• . . Executive Officer

40
JUD0lrr, MOTION OP STAY, AD ORDThid



APPROVED AS TO FO1M:

DATED: o1(

ROCKARD. 3. DILGADJLLO, City
Attorney

hATED: ii OO’/
NATURAL RESORCEA DFENSB
COUNCIL, INC.; SAN PEDRO AND
PENINSULA HOMEOWNERS
coALrnoN; SAN PEDRO PENINSULA
HOMEOWNERS UNITED, INC.;
COALiTION FOR CLEAN AIR, INC.

Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.

/iEZf{E1.

S

1

2

3.

.4

• .

6

.7

• 9!

• • i•o

•
. 11

12
•

• 13

14
•

15

16

• 17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Thomas A. Russell
SeniGr Assistant City Attorney
City of Los Angeles

4
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OCT. 23. 2002 10:34AM CL I OF APPEAL CIERKS OFFICE NO, 3883 P. 2

COURT APPEAL OF ThE STATh
COURT OF APPEAL - EC0t$D P1St

SECOND APPELLATE DISTRICT fl ) )
DIVISION FOUR z3 2002

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE B159157 -

• COUNCILS iNC., at al.
(Super. Ct. No. BS070017)

Plaintiffs and Appellants, (Dzlntra Janavs, ]udge)

• V TEMPORARY STAY
• ORDER
CITY OF LOS ANC3J!LES,
PORT OF LOS NOELES, and
LOS ANOELBS BOARD OF •

HARBOR COMMISSIONERS,

Defendants and RespondenUL.

COURT;

Pursuant w Code ofClvii Procedure section 9?3, and pending further order

by a court of competent ju diction1the court hereby Issues a stay effective

immediately ofportions of the China Shipping Project which is the subject of

appcalNo.B159157,aafollows

I. Completion of the wharf at Berth 100 beyond 1,000 feet, irontly

estinatcd to be completed by December 20 2002;

- 2. ErectIon and oerazIon of the cans curreniiy scheduled to be delivered

within the next fbw weeks;

‘EHIB1TA, p-lc.



OCT 3.202 10:34AM CC I OF APPEAL CLERKS OFFICE

3. Operation ofPhase I of the China Shipping Project;

4. Constmctlon and operation ofPhases fl and III of the China Shipping

Project.

Th 8tay does not prevent completion ofthe stonn drain system

coniplelion of the backinnds including security fences) permanent lights and

power; use of the backlands tbi container storage; offloading and storage of tho

cranesatBerth 100.

NO.3883 P. ,3

1:

eVQQEL

2
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EXHIBIT B

AGREEMENT TO SUPPLY AND TO USE ALTERNATIVE

MARITIME POWER AND LOW PROFILE CRANES

The Parties to this Agreement are the Port of Los Angeles (“the Port”), the City ofLos

Angeles, China Shipping Holding Ca., (North America), LtcL, (“China Shipping’, and the

Natural Rescrnrces Defense Council, Inc. (“NRDC”), on its own behalf and on behalf of

petitioners in the action entitled Natural Resources lse CounciL Inc.. et al. y. City of Los

AnReles, eta.L Los Angeles SuperiorCourt Case No. BS 070017. The Parties agree as follows:

I. The Port shalipay the cost ofequipping China Shipping vessels to use Alternative

Maritime Power (“.MP”) up to the aggregate cost of $5 million., Subject to tha opening of

Phase I of the Terminal assigned to China Shipping pursuant to Permit No. 999, including Berths

97-100 , China $hipping shall retrofit four vessels equipped to operate on AMP at the Port and

uae AMP for hoteling pursuant to the following schedule:

a. By August 31, 2004, China Shipping shall retrofit two vessels1which vessels shall be

dedicated to service of the Port of Los Angeles and shall call at Berths 97-109 (“the

• Terminal”) and use AMP while docked at be±th;

b. During the period from August 31, 2004 through January 1, 2005, a minimum of 30%

ofship calls, on avtrage, at the T&minal shall utilize AMP while at berth;

c By Januaryl, 2005, China Shipping shall retrofit a total of three vessels, which

vessels shall be dedicated to service ofthe Port of Los Angeles and shall call at the

Terminal and use AMP *hile docked at berth;

—1—
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d, During the period from January 1, 2005 through July 1, 2005, a minimum of 60% of

ship calls, on average, at the Terminal shaM utilize AMP while at berth;

c. By March 31, 2005, China Shipping shall retrofit a total of four vessels, which

vessels shall call at the Terminal and use AlbvW While docked at berth;

f. For every twelve-month-period commencing July 1, 2005, a minimum of 70% of ship

calls, on average, at the Terminal shafl utilize AMP while at berth.

g. If for reasons of a vessel emergency or vessel casualty, a China Shipping AMP-

equipped vessel is out of service and unavailable for use at the Terminal, the

percentage ofAMP calls required at the Tenninal shall be reduced at an annual rate

of 10% for the period ofunavailability. h this case, China Shipping shall provide

• notice to the parties oftheernergency or casualty and the reasons therefore.

•
2. China. Shipping may equip additkmal yessels for AMP use, such to be paid for by the

:Portup to’the$S million aggregate cost. China Shipping may commence use ofPhasel of the

Terminal, as defined in the Amended tipulated Judgment, subject to the tenns and conditions of

this Agreement. Subject to the feasibility provisions in ParagraphS herein, the Port shall

• compensate China Shipping and any other user of the Témilnal affiliated with China Shipping,

for any additionalcost ofAMP power abo’vethe cost ofpower supplied by vessel generators

based onthe prevailing cost of fuel on the date of the vessel’s arrival. These costs shall include

the additional costs of connecting and disconnecting the vessel to the power source The Port

shall compensate China Shipping for the additional cost ofelectricity for AMP use above the

cost ofpower supplied by the vessel generators based upon the prevailing industrial charge forrn

electricity, and the prevailing cost of fuel on the date of that vessel’s arrival (“Excess 4MP

-2-
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Cost”) up to but not to exceed $3 millioh per calendar yearfor the terminal. This calculation of

Excess AMP Cost shall exclude the cost ofequipping China Shipping vessels to use AMP

subject to the aggregate cost cap of $5 million referenced in numbered paragraph 1 above and the

costs of connecting and disconnecting the vessels and power source. Jf the Excess AMP Cost

exóeeds $3 million, the percentage requirements of AMP usage pursuant to paragraph 1 shall be

reduced in an amount so that the Excess AMP Cost is $3 millinu per calemiar year; in this event,

the Port shall not be responsible for Alternative Air Emissions Mitigation.

3. The Port shall make good faith efforts to ensure that the infrastructure to provide

AMP, lnchiding the barge delivering AMP (“AMP Infrastructure”), is available for use upon

arrival by any China Shipping AMPequipped vessel that calls at the Terminal. China Shipping

shall give the Port 48 hours advanced notice that a AMP-equipped vessel will be arriving at the

Terminal. If an AMP-equipped China Shipping vessel calls at the Terminal and China Shipping

has provided the Port ‘with the required advance notice of that vessel call, but the AMP

lhfrastructure is not available to provide electric power to the ship, then the vessel mayuse it

on-boanl generators for power until such time as AMP becomes available. Ifan AMP-equipped

vessel runs its on-board generators at the Terminal us a result of the lack of availability of AIvIP

under this paragraph, the ship Call ‘will still count as an AMP call for purposes of calculating the

percentage AMP under paragraph 1.

4. China Shipping shall be entitled to use its AMP-equipped vessels at other terminals

within the port, including those terminals that are not equipped for AMP use. China Shipping

may count a vessel call by a China Shipping vessel at a berth other than the Terminal as an AMP

-3-
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call at the l’erminal for piuposes of calculating the percentage AMP usage under paragraph I if

the China Shipping vessel calling at a berth other than the Terminal is equipped with the

necessary AMP connection and uses AMP while at berth. Notwithstanding paragraph 3 of this

• Agreement, if the AMP Infrastructure is unavailable for a ship calling at another lerth or If such

ship does not use AMP while at berth for any reason, that ship call shall not count for purposes

• : of calculating the percentage AMP usage under paragraph I.

5. If.AMP use at the Terminal is determined by mutual agreement of the Parties or by the

• Arbitrator to be infeasible within the meaning of this Agreement, China Shipping shall not be

• required to use AMP at the Port under this Agreement The use of AMP may be deemed

•
. infeasible only in the event that the use of AMP, and not the negligence of China Shipping, the

• Port, or anyof their agents or cdntractors, causes one or more of the following poblems, which

problem(s) cannot be remedied through reasonable modifications to AMP or other reasonable

•
• measures (a) a significant and unreasonable risk of injury or death to vessel, stevedore, terminal

or other personnel; (b)a significant and unreasonable risk of damage to the vessel, cargo, or

terminal property; (c) a violation of a Federal, State or local law or regulation that is not de

•
• minitnis; (d) significant and recurring loss ofpower to the vessel that unreáonably affcts China

•
. Shipping’s operations; (e) significant and recurring interference with vessel loading and

unloading operations that unreasonably affects China Shipping’s operations; or (f) significant

and recurring delays In vessel arrivals, commencement ofcargo operations, or vessel departures

as result of the.aot of connecting or disconnecting the vessel to or from the AMP that

unreasonably affects China shipping’s operations, The Parties agree that costs related to the

la-723791



categories above maybe considered in the determination of in1asibility. The Parties further

•ag that this feasibility test shall have no effect on the Port’s determinations under CEQA.

6. If a detennination of AMP infesibiity is made by mutual agreement of the

• Paitics or by the Arbitrator pursuant to this Areeinent, the Parties shah meet and confer

concerning appropriate alternative air emissions mitigation and, ifthe Parties cannot reach

agreement, any Partj may submit the matter for binding arbitration puisuünt to the arbitration

• procedures of the Amended Stipulated Judgment. The plan for AiternativeAir Emissions

Mitigation shall be adopted within 180 days of the Arbitrator’s deterniinatiön of infeasibility, if

• .
.. :any, with implementation of the plan as soon as practicable thereafter. The Parties agree that.the

• Port’s obligation for Alternative Air Emissions Mitigation shall be up to but not exceed $3.0

• million annually. The Port and China Shipping shall cooperate in an effort to achieve on a yearly’

basisequivalent amounts of emissions reductions as would have been achieved by China

• •Shipping’s use of AMP at the Terminal at full capacity assuming 70% ofthe ships dociced at the

• Terminal use AMP, but that the costs of this Alternative Air Emissions Mitigation shall be up to

• but not exceed $3.0 million annually. The Alternative Air Emissions Mitigation shall be in

addition to (1) the mitigation measures cornniitted to in Section VilLA ofthe Amended

Stipulated Judgmeut and Q) the mitigation measures adopted to mitigate an air quality impact of

• the Chha Shipping Project other than from ship.hoteling.

7. The four existing conventional gantry cranes presently at the Terminal may

• remain and be operated at the TerminaL If Berth 102 is constructed, then priorto commencing

•
. operations at Berth 102 China Shipping shall cause the installation on Berth.102 of two ‘flow
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profile’ cranes that are designec to reduce visual impact. If the total price of these two cranes

• exceeds $25 million, including but not limited to design costs of the supplier and its

subcontractor, then the Port or China Shipping may submit to the Arbitrator the question of.

• whether that cost makes those cranes infeasible. Low profile cranes include cranes that are

designed to reduce visual impact by the use of a horizontal boom that does.not need to be raised

up whei the crane is not in use such that the overall crane height is reduced to 185 feet or less

when the crane is.not in use and mobile harbor cranes. The Port agrees to pay all costs of the

• purchase, preparation, deliveiy, maintenance and repair (including planaing,. inspection,

consulting and design) of the two low profile cranes for Berth 102 ineKcess ofwhat

- ôonventional gantry cranes would cost, subject to the condition that the low profile cranes• -

complywiththe SpecificalionissuedbythePortdatedMarch 11, 2003,Addendum

• technical deviations submitted by ZPMC, as modified by the letter from ZPMC to the Port dated

•.•..‘April 14,2004, including but not ltedto the cost estimate of $9.9 million per ne. .The Port

• .. shall take, and agrees to pay for, all measures necessary to ensure that the load bearing.capability

• if the Phase 11 terminRi will be sufficient to allow the Installation, and normal and safe operation

of the low-profile cranes. J.fBertli 102 is not utilized as a berth for container operations, then the

Port shall bear all costs of transport and storage and, if applicable, disposal of the low roflle

cranes. At its option and sole discretion, the Port may purchase the cranes at their fair market

• value: Jfthe cranes are not utilized at Berth 102 pursuant to this paragraph, and use of the cranes

is feasible, the Port shall cause the low-profile cranes to be utilized at another terminal. If

•
. additional cranes are purchased for use at Berth 1.02, they shall be low profile cranes unless low

• • profile cranes are determined to be infeasible as provided in paragraphs 8 and 9 below.

-6- • • • •
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• 8. If the use ofthe low profile cranes. at Berth 102 is determined by mutual agreemeiit of

the parties or by the Arbitrator to be infeasible within the meaning of thlé Agreement, China

Shipping shall not be requiiedto use the low profile cranes on Berth 102. The use of low profile

cranes may be deemed Infeasible only ifr (1) the use of the low profile cranes does not meet

standard industry requirements for the movement of containers between the vessels and the

• ‘Terminal; (2) the infeasibility is not the result ofthe negligence or failure of China Shipping, the

• Port, or any of their agents, limited partners or contractors; and (3) the Infeasibility cannot be

remedied through reasonable modifications to the low-profile cranes or related infrastructure.

The Parties agree that costs related to these categories may be considered in the determination of

infeasibility. In no event shall the low profile cranes’ technical or operational requirements

exceed those of the existing four craneS used at Berths 97-100. The Parties agree that this

feasibility test shall have no.effect on the Port’s determinations under CEQA.

‘9. Any dispute among the parties arising out of or related to the feasibility of AMP use

or use of low-profile cranes, a breach of the schedu1 and/or percentages of A.MP use pursuant to

paragraph I above, or Alternative Air Emissions Mitigation that cannot be resolved by mutual

agreement ofthe parties shall be referred to the Arbitrator, selected by the process described in

Section VII of the Amended Stipulated Judgment In the above-mentioned action, for

detennination according to the following procedures and standards; arbitration regarding the

• feasibility ofAMP and Alternative Air Emissions Mitigation shall be binding:

• • a. Any party may, at any time, demand arbitrutlon’pursuant to this Agreement

• regarding (1) the feasibility ofAMP based solely on the conditions described in paragraphs 5(a)

through (c) hereof, (2) application of the cap for payment of excess AMP costs pursuant to

1723791 •
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paragraph 2 above, (3) a breach of the scheduk and/or percentage’of AMP usC pursuant to

paragraph I above, or (4) ifAMP is deteñnined to be infeasible in accordance with the terms of

this Agreement, Alternative Air Emissions Mitigation pursuant to paragraph 6 above.

b. No party may demand arbitratIon regarding the feasibility ofAMP based on

thë conditions described in paragraphs 5(d) through 5(f), until the requirements under paragraph

‘9(c) have been tiilfilled, unless (1) the continued use ofAMP is rendered wholly and

mediately ineffeve over a scient period of time to demonste that the vessel ot

‘perform its required functions without the use of Its on-board power generators, (2) where the

- failure is not tle result ofthe negligence fChina Shipping, the’ Port, or any of their agents,

11mited partners, or contractors, ‘and, (3) the failure ‘cannot be rome led through reasonable

modifications to AMP oiother reasonable measures.

c. After a.six-month period during which 60% or’niore of the vessels calling at

the Terminal use AMP, any party may demand arbitration of any dispute regarding the feasibility

ofAMP based on any of the conditions described in paragraphs 5(4) through 5(f). After a three

month period ofuse of the low-profile cranes for the loading and unloading ofcontainers, any

party may demand arbitration of any dispute regarding the feasibility of,thç use of low-profile

cranes based on the conditions described in paragraph8. Ifthe continued use ofthe low profile

• cranes is rendered wholly and immediately ineffective over a sufficient period of time (including

• ‘testing) to demonstrate that the cranes cannot perform their required functions, then any party

• may, demand arbitration at that time.

d. Any demand for arbitriition of any issue under this Agreement shall be made in

•

‘:

writing to all parties, with a copy to the Aibitrator. The demand shall include a detailed

• statement ofthe issue or issues to be presented to the Arbitrator, the grounds on which relief is

• • -8-
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sought, and the evidence supporting such reqiest for relief Any other party shall have the

• right to respondto a demand for arbitration. Following a written demand for arbitration, the

• parties shall meet in an attempt to resolve any disputes regarding feasibility. All parties agree

• to provide within 15 days of a written request nil information relevant to a determination of

feasibility and, if a detennination of infeasibiity is made, information relevant to equivalent

• •
• emissions reductions, unless the parties mutually agree to a different time limit, or the

• Arbitrator extends the time limit.

e. Arbitration.proceedings shall commence immediately tbllowing a demand for

arbitnitlon made byany party under this agreement. An arbitration hearing shall commence on a

• . schedule to be agreed upon by the parties or determined by the Arbitrator, but shall be held no

‘.••. later than sixty days following the demand for arbitration. The Arbitrator shall at all times retain

the authority to issue suchorders as be or she deems appropriate with respect to the time, place

and manner in which the arbitration shaliproceed. The parties shall be entitled to present

evidence attire arbitration according to rules and procedures established by the Arbitrtor.

Section VILF ofthe Amended Stipulated Judgment in the above-mentioned action shall apply to

these arbitration proceedings.

f. The use ofAMP will not be required for sixty days from the time a written

demand for arbitration is made regarding the feasibility ofèonditions described in paragraph 5,

unless the Arbitrator orders otherwise. if the use ofAMP ceases during the sixty day period

• • allowed by this subsection or by ordet of the Arbitrator, then the period of time during ‘which.

• AMP is not required shall not be considered in calculating the AMP percentage requirements set

• forth in paragraph 1 of this Agreement

la.723791 • .



PROOF OF SERVICE BY MAII
(Code Civ. Proc. secs. 10 13(a), 2015.5)

I declare that I am employed with the law finn of Monison & Foerster iia, whose address
is 555 West Fifth Street, Suite 350C, Los Angeles, California 90(H 3-1024; I am not a party to the
within cause; I am over the ae of eighteen years and 1 am readily frniliar with Morrison &
Foerster’s practice for collection and processing of correspondence for mailing with th United
States Postal Service and know that in the ordinary course of Morrison & Foerster’s business
practice the document described below will be deposited with the United States IostaI Service on
the same date that it is placed at Morrison & Poerster with postage thereon fully. prepaid for
collection and mailing.

I further declare that on ihe date hereofI served a copy of:

8 [PROPSED] AMENDED STIPULATED JUDGMENT, MODIFICATION OF STAY,
AND ORDER TkWHEON

• on the following by placing a true copy thereof enclod in a sealed envelope addressed as
• 10 follows.for collection andinaillng at Morrison & Foerster ui’, 555 West Fifth Street, Suite 3500,

• Los Angeles, CalifornIa 90013-1024 , in accordance with Morrison & Foerster’s ordinary
11 business practices:

12 Gail Ruderman Fcuer, Esq.
• Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.
13 1314 Second Street

Santa Monica, CA 90401
14

• I declare under penalty ofpeijury under the laws of the State of California that the above
1 islnieandcorrect.

1

2

‘3

4

5

6

7

Executed at Los Angeles, California, thi 9th dày ofJune, 2004.16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

(typed) •• . (,I 1-’ (signature)

Proofof Service



1
PROOF OF SERVICE BY MAIL

2 (Code Civ. Proc. secs. 1013(a), 2015.5)

3 I declare that I am employed with the law firm of Morrison & Foerster i.u’, whose address
is 555 West Fifth Street, Suite 3500, Los Angeles, California 90013-1024; 1 am not a party to the

4 within cause; I am over the age of eighteen years and I am readily familiar with Morrison &
Foerster’s practice for collection and processing of correspondence for mailing with the United

S States Postal Service and know that in the ordinary course of Morrison & Foerster’s business
practice the document described below will be deposited with the United States Postal Service on

6 the same date that it is placed at Morrison & Foersterwith postage thereon fully prepaid for
collection and mailing.

7
I further declare that.on the date hereof I served a copy of:

8
NOTICE OF ENThY OF AMENDED STIPULATED JUDGMENT, MODIFICATION

9 OF STAY, AND ORDER ThEREON

10 on the fbllowing by placing a tme copy thereof enclosed in a sealed envelope addressçd as,
follows for collection and mailing at Morrison & Foerster u.n, 555 West Fifth Street, Suite 3500,

11 Los Angeles, California 90013-1024 ,in accordance with Morrison & Foerster’s ordinary
business practices

12
Gail Ruderinan Feuer, Esq.

13 Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.
1314 Second Street

14 Santa. Monica, CA 90401

15 . I declare under penalty ofperjury under the laws of the State of California that the above
is true and correct.

16
Executed at Los Angeles, California, this 18th day of June, 2004.

17

21 (ted) .

.

(signature)

22

23

24

25’

26

27

28 Ia-731145
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EXHIBIT D - AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM PROVISIONS

Sec. 10.8.4 Affirmative Action Program Provisions.

Every non-construction contract with or on behalf of the City of Los Angeles for which the
consideration is $100,000 or more and every construction contract with or on behalf of the
City of Los Angeles for which the consideration is $5,000 or more shall contain the
following provisions which shall be designated as the AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM
provisions of such contract:

A. During the performance of City contract, the contractor certifies and represents that
the contractor and each subcontractor hereunder will adhere to an affirmative action
program to ensure that in its employment practices, persons are employed and
employees are treated equally and without regard to or because of race, religion,
ancestry, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability, marital status,
domestic partner status, or medical condition.

1. This provision applies to work or services performed or materials
manufactured or assembled in the United States.

2. Nothing in this section shall require or prohibit the establishment of new
classifications of employees in any given craft, work or service category.

3. The contractor shall post a copy of Paragraph A hereof in conspicuous
places at its place of business available to employees and applicants for
employment.

B. The contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or
on behalf of the contractor, state that all qualified applicants will receive
consideration for employment without regard to their race, religion, ancestry,
national origin, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability, marital status, domestic
partner status, or medical condition.

C. As part of the City’s supplier registration process, and/or at the request of the
awarding authority or the Office of Contract Compliance, the contractor shall certify
on an electronic or hard copy form to be supplied, that the contractor has not
discriminated in the performance of City contracts against any employee or
applicant for employment on the basis or because of race, religion, ancestry,
national origin, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability, marital status, domestic
partner status, or medical condition.

D. The contractor shall permit access to and may be required to provide certified
copies of all of its records pertaining to employment and to its employment practices
by the awarding authority or the Office of Contract Compliance, for the purpose of
investigation to ascertain compliance with the Affirmative Action Program provisions
of City contracts, and on their or either of their request to provide evidence that it
has or will comply therewith.



E. The failure of any contractor to comply with the Affirmative Action Program
provisions of City contracts may be deemed to be a material breach of contract.
Such failure shall only be established upon a finding to that effect by the awarding
authority, on the basis of its own investigation or that of the Board of Public Works,
Office of Contract Compliance. No such finding shall be made except upon a full
and fair hearing after notice and an opportunity to be heard has been given to the
contractor.

F. Upon a finding duly made that the contractor has breached the Affirmative Action
Program provisions of a City contract, the contract may be forthwith cancelled,
terminated or suspended, in whole or in part, by the awarding authority, and all
monies due or to become due hereunder may be forwarded to and retained by the
City of Los Angeles. In addition thereto, such breach may be the basis for a
determination by the awarding authority or the Board of Public Works that the said
contractor is an irresponsible bidder or proposer pursuant to the provisions of
Section 371 of the Los Angeles City Charter. In the event of such determination,
such contractor shall be disqualified from being awarded a contract with the City of
Los Angeles for a period of two years, or until he or she shall establish and carry out
a program in conformance with the provisions hereof.

0. In the event of a finding by the Fair Employment and Housing Commission of the
State of California, or the Board of Public Works of the City of Los Angeles, or any
court of competent jurisdiction, that the contractor has been guilty of a willful
violation of the California Fair Employment and Housing Act, or the Affirmative
Action Program provisions of a City contract, there may be deducted from the
amount payable to the contractor by the City of Los Angeles under the contract, a
penalty of TEN DOLLARS ($10.00) for each person for each calendar day on which
such person was discriminated against in violation of the provisions of a City
contract.

H. Notwithstanding any other provisions of a City contract, the City of Los Angeles
shall have any and all other remedies at law or in equity for any breach hereof.

The Public Works Board of Commissioners shall promulgate rules and regulations
through the Office of Contract Compliance and provide to the awarding authorities
electronic and hard copy forms for the implementation of the Affirmative Action
Program provisions of City contracts, and rules and regulations and forms shall, so
far as practicable, be similar to those adopted in applicable Federal Executive
Orders. No other rules, regulations or forms may be used by an awarding authority
of the City to accomplish this contract compliance program.

J. Nothing contained in City contracts shall be construed in any manner so as to
require or permit any act which is prohibited by law.

K. The Contractor shall submit an Affirmative Action Plan which shall meet the
requirements of this chapter at the time it submits its bid or proposal or at the time it
registers to do business with the City. The plan shall be subject to approval by the



Office of Contract Compliance prior to award of the contract. The awarding
authority may also require contractors and suppliers to take part in a pre
registration, pre-bid, pre-proposal, or pre-award conference in order to develop,
improve or implement a qualifying Affirmative Action Plan. Affirmative Action
Programs developed pursuant to this section shall be effective for a period of twelve

months from the date of approval by the Office of Contract Compliance. In case of
prior submission of a plan, the contractor may submit documentation that it has an
Affirmative Action Plan approved by the Office of Contract Compliance within the
previous twelve months. If the approval is 30 days or less from expiration, the
contractor must submit a new Plan to the Office of Contract Compliance and that
Plan must be approved before the contract is awarded.

1. Every contract of $5,000 or more which may provide construction, demolition,
renovation, conservation or major maintenance of any kind shall in addition
comply with the requirements of Section 10.13 of the Los Angeles
Administrative Code.

2. A contractor may establish and adopt as its own Affirmative Action Plan, by
affixing his or her signature thereto, an Affirmative Action Plan prepared and
furnished by the Office of Contract Compliance, or it may prepare and submit
its own Plan for approval.

L. The Office of Contract Compliance shall annually supply the awarding authorities of
the City with a list of contractors and suppliers who have developed Affirmative
Action Programs. For each contractor and supplier the Office of Contract
Compliance shall state the date the approval expires. The Office of Contract
Compliance shall not withdraw its approval for any Affirmative Action Plan or
change the Affirmative Action Plan after the date of contract award for the entire
contract term without the mutual agreement of the awarding authority and the
contractor.

M. The Affirmative Action Plan required to be submitted hereunder and the pre
registration, pre-bid, pre-proposal or pre-award conference which may be required
by the Board of Public Works, Office of Contract Compliance or the awarding
authority shall, without limitation as to the subject or nature of employment activity,
be concerned with such employment practices as:

1. Apprenticeship where approved programs are functioning, and other on-the
job training for non-apprenticeable occupations;

2. Classroom preparation for the job when not apprenticeable;

3. Pre-apprenticeship education and preparation;

4. Upgrading training and opportunities;



5. Encouraging the use of contractors, subcontractors and suppliers of all racial
and ethnic groups, provided, however, that any contract subject to this
ordinance shall require the contractor, subcontractor or supplier to provide
not less than the prevailing wage, working conditions and practices generally
observed in private industries in the contractor’s, subcontractor’s or supplier’s
geographical area for such work;

6. The entry of qualified women, minority and all other journeymen into the
industry; and

7. The provision of needed supplies or job conditions to permit persons with
disabilities to be employed, and minimize the impact of any disability.

N. Any adjustments which may be made in the contractor’s or supplier’s workforce to
achieve the requirements of the City’s Affirmative Action Contract Compliance
Program in purchasing and construction shall be accomplished by either an
increase in the size of the workforce or replacement of those employees who leave
the workforce by reason of resignation, retirement or death and not by termination,
layoff, demotion or change in grade.

0. Affirmative Action Agreements resulting from the proposed Affirmative Action Plan
or the pre-registration, pre-bid, pre-proposal or pre-award conferences shall not be
confidential and may be publicized by the contractor at his or her discretion.

Approved Affirmative Action Agreements become the property of the City and may
be used at the discretion of the City in its Contract Compliance Affirmative Action
Program.

P. This ordinance shall not confer upon the City of Los Angeles or any Agency, Board
or Commission thereof any power not otherwise provided by law to determine the

legality of any existing collective bargaining agreement and shall have application
only to discriminatory employment practices by contractors or suppliers engaged in
the performance of City contracts.

Q. All contractors subject to the provisions of this section shall include a like provision
in all subcontracts awarded for work to be performed under the contract with the
City and shall impose the same obligations, including but not limited to filing and
reporting obligations, on the subcontractors as are applicable to the contractor.
Failure of the contractor to comply with this requirement or to obtain the compliance

of its subcontractors with all such obligations shall subject the contractor to the
imposition of any and all sanctions allowed by law, including but not limited to
termination of the contractor’s contract with the City.



EXHIBIT E

SMALLNERY SMALL BUSINESS ENTERPRISE PROGRAM
AND LOCAL BUSINESS PREFERENCE PROGRAM

(1) SMALL/VERY SMALL BUSINESS ENTERPRISE PROGRAM

The City of Los Angeles Harbor Department is committed to creating an environment that provides all
individuals and businesses open access to the business opportunities available at the Harbor Department in a
manner that reflects the diversity of the City of Los Angeles. The Harbor Department’s Small Business
Enterprise (SBE) Program was created to provide additional opportunities for small businesses to participate in
professional service and construction contracts. An overall Department goal of 25% SBE participation,
including 5% Very Small Business Enterprise (VSBE) participation, has been established for the Program. The
specific goal or requirement for each contract opportunity may be higher or lower based on the scope of work.

It is the policy of the Harbor Department to solicit participation in the performance of all service contracts by all
individuals and businesses, including, but not limited to, SBEs, VSBEs, women-owned business enterprises
(WBEs), minority-owned business enterprises (MBE5), and disabled veteran business enterprises (DVBEs).
The SBE Program allows the Harbor Department to target small business participation, including MBEs,
WBEs, and DVBEs, more effectively. It is the intent of the Harbor Department to make it easier for small
businesses to participate in contracts by providing education and assistance on how to do business with the
City, and ensuring that payments to small businesses are processed in a timely manner. In order to ensure
the highest participation of SBENSBEIMBEIWBE1DVBEs, all proposers shall utilize the City’s contracts
management and opportunities database, the Los Angeles Business Assistance Virtual Network
(LABAVN), at http:Ilwww.labavn.org, to outreach to potential subcontractors.

The Harbor Department defines a SBE as an independently owned and operated business that is not dominant
in its field and meets criteria set forth by the Small Business Administration in Title 13, Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 121. Go to www.sba.gov for more information. The Harbor Department defines a VSBE
based on the State of California’s Micro-business definition which is 1) a small business that has average
annual gross receipts of $3,500,000 or less within the previous three years, or (2) a small business
manufacturer with 25 or fewer employees.

The SBE Program is a results-oriented program, requiring consultants who receive contracts from the Harbor
Department to perform outreach and utilize certified small businesses. Based on the work to be performed,
it has been determined that the percentage of small business participation will be 0%, including 0%
VSBE participation. The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) Code for the scope of
services is NIA. This NAICS Code is the industry code that corresponds to at least 51% of the scope of
services and will be used to determine the size standard for SBE participation of the Prime Consultant. The
maximum SBE size standard for this NAICS Code is N/A.

Consultant shall be responsible for determining the SBE status of its subconsultants for purposes of meeting
the small business requirement. Subconsultants must qualify as an SBE based on the type of services that
they will be performing under the Agreement. All business participation will be determined by the percentage
of the total amount of compensation under the agreement paid to SBEs. The Consultant shall not substitute an
SBE firm without obtaining prior approval of the City. A request for substitution must be based upon
demonstrated good cause. If substitution is permitted, Consultant shall endeavor to make an inkind
substitution for the substituted SBE.

(2) LOCAL BUSINESS PREFERENCE PROGRAM:

The Harbor Department is committed to maximizing opportunities for local and regional businesses, as well as
encouraging local and regional businesses to locate and operate within the Southern California region. It is the
policy of the Harbor Department to support an increase in local and regional jobs. The Harbor Department’s
Local Business Preference Program (LBPP) aims to benefit the Southern California region by increasing jobs
and expenditures within the local and regional private sector.



The Harbor Department defines a LBE as:

(a) A business headquartered within Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, or Ventura
Counties; or

(b) A business that has at least 50 full-time employees, or 25 full-time employees for specialty marine
contracting firms, working in Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, or Ventura Counties.

In order for Harbor Department staff to determine the appropriate LBE preference, Consultant shall complete,
sign, notarize (where applicable) and submit the attached Affidavit and Contractor Description Form. The
Affidavit and Contractor Description Form will signify the LBE status of the Consultant and subconsultants.
Prior to contract award, the Harbor Department will verify the status of all LBEs.

Consultant shall complete, sign, notarize (where applicable) and submit as part of the executed agreement the
attached Affidavit and Contractor Description Form. The Contractor Description Form, when signed, will signify
the Consultant’s intent to comply with the SBE and LBPP requirements. Prior to contract award, the Harbor
Department will verify the status of all SBEs. In addition, prior to being awarded a contract with the Harbor
Department, all contractors and subcontractors must be registered on LABAVN.

In the event of Consultant’s noncompliance during the performance of the Agreement, Consultant shall be
considered in material breach of contract. In addition to any other remedy available to City under this
Agreement or by operation of law, the City may withhold invoice payments to Consultant until noncompliance is
corrected, and assess the costs of City’s audit of books and records of Consultant and its subconsultants. In
the event the Consultant falsifies or misrepresents information contained in any form or other willful
noncompliance as determined by City, City may disqualify the Consultant from participation in City contracts for
a period of up to five (5) years.



AFFIDAVIT OF COMPANY STATUS

“The undersigned declares under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the State of California that the following

information and information contained on the attached Contractor Description Form is true and correct and include all

material information necessary to identify and explain the operations of

Name of Firm

as well as the ownership thereof, Further, the undersigned agrees to provide either through the prime consultant or, directly

to the Harbor Department, complete and accurate information regarding ownership in the named firm, any proposed

changes of the ownership and to permit the audit and examination of firm ownership documents in association with this

agreement.”

(1) SmallNery Small Business Enterprise Program: Please indicate the ownership of your company. Please check

that apply. At least box be checked:

EISBE LIVSBE EIMBE EIWBE LIDVBE jOBE

• A Small Business Enterprise (SBE) is an independently owned and operated business that is not dominant in its field and

meets criteria set forth by the Small Business Administration in Title 13, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 121.

• A Very Small Business Enterprise (VSBE) is 1) a small business that has average annual gross receipts of $3,500,000 or less

within the previous three years, or (2) a small business manufacturer with 25 or fewer employees.

• A Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) is defined as a business in which a minority owns and controls at least 51% of the

business, A Woman Business (WBE) is defined as a business in which a woman owns and controls at least 51% of the

business. For the purpose of this project, a minority includes:

(1) Black (all persons having origins in any of the Black African racial groups not of Hispanic origin);

(2) Hispanic (all persons of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or South American or other Spanish Culture or origin,

regardless of race);

(3) Asian and Pacific Islander (all persons having origins in any of the original peoples of the Far East, Southeast Asia,

The Indian Subcontinent, or the Pacific Islands); and

(4) American Indian or Alaskan Native (all persons having origins in any of the original peoples of North America and

maintaining identifiable tribal affiliations through membership and participation or community identification).

• A Disabled Veteran Business Enterprise (DVBE) is defined as a business in which a disabled veteran owns at least 51% of

the business, and the daily business operations are managed and controlled by one or more disabled veterans.

• An OBE (Other Business Enterprise) is any enterprise that is neither an SBE, VSBE, MBE, WBE, or DVBE.



(2) Local Business Preference Program: Please indicate the Local Business Enterprise status of your company.

Only box be checked:

EILBE L]Non-LBE

• A Local Business Enterprise (LBE) is: (a) a business headquartered within Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino,

or Ventura Counties; or (b) a business that has at least 50 full-time employees, or 25 full-time employees for specialty marine

contracting firms, working in Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, or Ventura Counties.

• A Non-LBE is any business that does not meet the definition of a LBE

Signature

________________________________________

Title

___________________________

Printed Name

__________________________________

Date Signed

NOTARY

On this

____________day

oL 20

_______,

before me appeared

___________________________________

to me personally known, who being duly sworn, did execute the
Name

foregoing affidavit, and did state that he/she was properly authorized by
Name of Firm

to execute the affidavit and did so as his or he free act and deed,

SEAL Notary Public
Commission Expires



Contractor Description Form

PRIME CONTRACTOR

Contract #:

___________

Contract Title:
Business Name:

______________________________

Award Total: $

____________

Owner’s Ethnicity:

_____

Gender

_____Group:

SBE VSBE MBE WBE DVBE OBE

(Circle all that apply)

Local Business Enterprise: YES_________ No

________

(Check only one)

Primary NAICS Code:

___________

Average Three Year Gross Revenue: $
Address:
City/StatelZip:
Telephone: ( )

____________________

FAX: ( )

________________________

Contact Person/Title:

Email Address:

SUBCONTRACTOR

Business Name:

_______________________________

Services to be provided:
Owner’s Ethnicity: Gender

_____

Group: SBE VSBE MBE WBE DVBE OBE

(Circle all that apply)

Local Business Enterprise: YES________ No

_______

(Check only one)

Primary NAICS Code: Average Three Year Gross Revenue: $_________

Address:
City/State/Zip:
Telephone: ( )

___________________

FAX: ( )

_______________________

Contact Person/Title:
Email Address:

SUBCONTRACTOR

Business Name:

_______________

Services to be provided:

________

Owner’s Ethnicity:

______ ____________________________________

Local Business Enterprise: YES_________

________

Primary NAICS Code:

________

Address:

___________

City/State/Zip:
Telephone: (

____________________
_____________________

Contact Person/Title:

Email address:

Award Date: Contract Term:

_________

Award Total: $

Award Total: $

Gender

_____

Group: SBE VSBE MBE WBE DVBE OBE

(Circle all that apply)

________

No

_______

(Check only one)

Average Three Year Gross Revenue: $_________

) FAX:(



Contractor Description Form

SUBCONTRACTOR

Business Name:

_______________________________

Award Total: $
Services to be provided:

______________________________________________________

Owner’s Ethnicity:

________

Gender

_____

Group: SBE VSBE MBE WBE DVBE OBE
(Circle all that apply)

Local Business Enterprise: YES_________ No

________

(Check only one)

Primary NAICS Code: Average Three Year Gross Revenue: $_________

Address:
City/State/Zip:
Telephone: ( )

____________________

FAX: ( )

________________________

Contact Person/Title:
Email Address:

SUBCONTRACTOR

Award Total: $Business Name:

_______________________________ ____________

Services to be provided:

____________________________________________________

Owner’s Ethnicity:

________

Gender

____

Group: SBE VSBE MBE WBE DVBE OBE
(Circle all that apply)

Local Business Enterprise: YES________ No

_______

(Check only one)

Primary NAICS Code: Average Three Year Gross Revenue: $_________

Address:
City/State/Zip:
Telephone: (

____________________
_____________________

Contact Person/Title:
Email address:

) FAX:(

SUBCONTRACTOR

Business Name:

_______________________________

Award Total: $

____________

Services to be provided:

____________________________________________________

Owner’s Ethnicity:

________

Gender

_____

Group: SBE VSBE MBE WBE DVBE OBE
(Circle all that apply)

Local Business Enterprise: YES_________ No

________

(Check only one)

Primary NAICS Code:

___________

Average Three Year Gross Revenue: $
Address:

_____________________________________________

City/State/Zip:

_______________________________________

Telephone: ( )

____________________

FAX: ( )
Contact Person/Title:

_________________________________

Email address:

________________________________________



EXHIBIT F

Sec. 10.8.2.1. Equal Benefits Ordinance.

Discrimination in the provision of employee benefits between employees
with domestic partners and employees with spouses results in unequal pay for
equal work. Los Angeles law prohibits entities doing business with the City from
discriminating in employment practices based on marital status and/or sexual
orientation. The City’s departments and contracting agents are required to place
in all City contracts a provision that the company choosing to do business with
the City agrees to comply with the City’s nondiscrimination laws.

It is the City’s intent, through the contracting practices outlined in this
Ordinance, to assure that those companies wanting to do business with the City
will equalize the total compensation between similarly situated employees with
spouses and with domestic partners. The provisions of this Ordinance are
designed to ensure that the City’s contractors will maintain a competitive
advantage in recruiting and retaining capable employees, thereby improving the
quality of the goods and services the City and its people receive, and ensuring
protection of the City’s property.

(c) Equal Benefits Requirements.

(1) No Awarding Authority of the City shall execute or amend any
Contract with any Contractor that discriminates in the provision of Benefits
between employees with spouses and employees with Domestic Partners,
between spouses of employees and Domestic Partners of employees, and
between dependents and family members of spouses and dependents and family
members of Domestic Partners.

(2) A Contractor must permit access to, and upon request, must
provide certified copies of all of its records pertaining to its Benefits policies and
its employment policies and practices to the DAA, for the purpose of investigation
or to ascertain compliance with the Equal Benefits Ordinance.

(3) A Contractor must post a copy of the following statement in
conspicuous places at its place of business available to employees and
applicants for employment: “During the performance of a Contract with the City of
Los Angeles, the Contractor will provide equal benefits to its employees with
spouses and its employees with domestic partners.” The posted statement must
also include a City contact telephone number which will be provided each
Contractor when the Contract is executed.

(4) A Contractor must not set up or use its contracting entity for the
purpose of evading the requirements imposed by the Equal Benefits Ordinance.

1



(d) Other Options for Compliance. Provided that the Contractor does
not discriminate in the provision of Benefits, a Contractor may also comply with
the Equal Benefits Ordinance in the following ways:

(1) A Contractor may provide an employee with the Cash Equivalent
only if the DAA determines that either:

a. The Contractor has made a reasonable, yet unsuccessful effort to
provide Equal Benefits; or

b. Under the circumstances, it would be unreasonable to require the
Contractor to provide Benefits to the Domestic Partner (or spouse, if applicable).

(2) Allow each employee to designate a legally domiciled member of
the employee’s household as being eligible for spousal equivalent Benefits.

(3) Provide Benefits neither to employees’ spouses nor to employees’
Domestic Partners.

(e) Applicability.

(1) Unless otherwise exempt, a Contractor is subject to and shall
comply with all applicable provisions of the Equal Benefits Ordinance.

(2) The requirements of the Equal Benefits Ordinance shall apply to a
Contractor’s operations as follows:

a. A Contractor’s operations located within the City limits, regardless
of whether there are employees at those locations performing work on the
Contract.

b. A Contractor’s operations on real property located outside of the
City limits if the property is owned by the City or the City has a right to occupy the
property, and if the Contractor’s presence at or on that property is connected to a
Contract with the City.

c. The Contractor’s employees located elsewhere in the United States
but outside of the City limits if those employees are performing work on the City
Contract.

(3) The requirements of the Equal Benefits Ordinance do not apply to
collective bargaining agreements (“CBA”) in effect prior to January 1, 2000. The
Contractor must agree to propose to its union that the requirements of the Equal
Benefits Ordinance be incorporated into its CBA upon amendment, extension, or
other modification of a CBA occurring after January 1 2000.

2



(f) Mandatory Contract Provisions Pertaining to Equal Benefits.

Unless otherwise exempted, every Contract shall contain language that obligates

the Contractor to comply with the applicable provisions of the Equal Benefits

Ordinance. The language shall include provisions for the following:

(1) During the performance of the Contract, the Contractor certifies and

represents that the Contractor will comply with the Equal Benefits Ordinance.

(2) The failure of the Contractor to comply with the Equal Benefits

Ordinance will be deemed to be a material breach of the Contract by the

Awarding Authority.

(3) If the Contractor fails to comply with the Equal Benefits Ordinance

the Awarding Authority may cancel, terminate or suspend the Contract, in whole

or in part, and all monies due or to become due under the Contract may be

retained by the City. The City may also pursue any and all other remedies at law

or in equity for any breach.

(4) Failure to comply with the Equal Benefits Ordinance may be used

as evidence against the Contractor in actions taken pursuant to the provisions of

Los Angeles Administrative Code Section 10.40, et seq., Contractor

Responsibility Ordinance.

(5) If the DAA determines that a Contractor has set up or used its

Contracting entity for the purpose of evading the intent of the Equal Benefits

Ordinance, the Awarding Authority may terminate the Contract on behalf of the

City. Violation of this provision may be used as evidence against the Contractor

in actions taken pursuant to the provisions of Los Angeles Administrative Code

Section 10.40, et seq., Contractor Responsibility Ordinance.
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